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Abstract

The geometries, at the level o f atoms or groups o f atoms, o f  interactions and motifs found 

in crystal structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the Cambridge Structural 

Database (CSD) are analysed. The bulk o f the thesis examines electrostatic interactions 

that occur between trans secondary amide groups, or peptide groups as they are known in 

proteins. The two types considered are N-H "0= C  hydrogen-bonds and carbonyl-carbonyl 

interactions. Additionally, a chapter investigates specific hydrogen-bonded motifs, known 

as asx- and ST-tums, that commonly occur within protein structures.

The geometry o f hydrogen-bonds between trans secondary amide groups (i.e. peptide 

groups) has been studied extensively in proteins, and to a lesser extent in the CSD. They

are a subset o f the general case o f N -H -'0 = C  hydrogen-bonds. Previous analyses o f  the 

CSD have shown a tendency for N -H’”0= C  hydrogen-bonds to exhibit lone-pair 

directionality, where the hydrogen atom is near to the plane o f the lone-pairs o f the 

carbonyl oxygen atom, and the H - 0=C  angle approaches 120°. For trans secondary

amides the in-plane preference is also obseiwed, but the H*--0=C angle is greater, 

averaging about 150°. Here, an examination o f the CSD allows elucidation o f four factors

that together account for this difference in H-”0=C : 1. A smaller proportion o f trans 

secondary amide carbonyl oxygens accept more than one hydrogen-bond than do carbonyl

oxygens in general. 2. N -H "-0=C bonds often occur in ‘ring’ motifs with relatively 

constrained geometries and H ”-0=C values near 120°. These cannot be formed by trans 

secondary amides. 3. Chains o f hydrogen-bonds between trans secondary amides, with 

large H---0=C values, often extend throughout the crystal lattice. 4. The steric accessibility 

o f trans secondary amide carbonyl oxygens is less than for carbonyl oxygens in general.

It has been suggested that electrostatic interactions between carbonyl groups affect 

hydrogen-bond geometry in a-helix and p-sheet, influence the twist o f p-sheet, encourage 

polarization o f carbonyl groups in a-helix, and explain the propensity o f asparagine and 

aspartate residues in unusual regions o f the Ramachandran plot. The carbonyl groups o f 

ketones in the CSD frequently interact with each other, and commonly occur in three 

geometric motifs, that can be described as antiparallel, parallel, or perpendicular. At



optimal geometry the antiparallel m otif has energetic favourability approaching that o f a 

medium-strength hydrogen-bond. Here it is shown that, after hydrogen-bonding has been 

taken into consideration, carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between trans secondary amides 

in the CSD also occur in these three motifs, and with a surprisingly similar propensity:

48% occur in the antiparallel arrangement (cf. 49% of those between ketones). 

Furthermore, interactions between main-chain carbonyl groups in a 454-chain subset o f the 

PDB are identified. For each carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, its geometry, local secondary 

structure, and local hydrogen-bonding, are considered. The three motifs present in the 

CSD are not found to be representative o f the geometries present in the PDB. However, 

other favourable carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motifs are observed. These occur in a 

variety o f situations with respect to secondary structure and hydrogen-bonding, and are 

prevalent at the C-termini o f a-lielices. They are shown to contribute to the stability o f 

common C-termini capping conformations, one being the Schellman loop, the other being 

the case where a pro line terminates the helix.

The hydro gen-bonded p-tum is a small, well characterised, protein m otif defined by a 

hydrogen-bond between the main-chain carbonyl group o f one residue and the main-chain 

N-H group o f another three residues ahead in the polypeptide chain. There are four 

common types, distinguished by geometry: I, I', II, and If. In Asx- and ST-turns, the 

side-chain carbonyl of an asparagine, aspartate, serine, or tlireonine residue 

hydrogen-bonds with the main-chain N-H o f a residue two ahead in the chain, such that 

they structurally mimic the p-tum. Asx-tums have previously been categorized into four 

classes and ST-tums into three categories, based on side-chain rotamer types and the 

conformation o f the central residue o f each turn. Here it is shown that the four classes o f 

asx-tum are geometrically equivalent to the four types o f hydrogen-bonded p-turn, and 

that the three categories o f ST-tum are geometrically equivalent to three o f the four types 

o f hydrogen-bonded p-tum. It is proposed that asx- and ST-tums be named using the type 

I, II, r  and IF p-tum nomenclature. Using this nomenclature, the frequency o f occurrence 

o f both asx- and ST-tums is: type IF > type I > type II > type F , whereas for p-tums it is 

type I > type II > type F > type IF. It is found that the type II Asx- or ST-turn is the same 

as a previously identified hydrogen-bonded m otif called the Asx- or ST-nest.



To the memory o f  my brother, James.
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1 Abbreviations, Tables and Figures 

Abbreviations

ttL = Region o f the Ramachandran plot where residues o f left-handed a -h e lix  are found 

(defined in chapter 6 as 10 < (|) < 125, -45 <\\f < 90). 

a a  = Region o f the Ramachandran plot where residues o f right-handed a -h e lix  are found 

(defined in chapter 6 as -180 < (j) < 0, and -135 < \j/ < 50).

P = Region o f the Ramachandran plot where residues of p-sheets are found (defined in 

chapter 6 as -180 < (j) < 0, 50 < v]/ < 180 or -180 <\\j < -135),

Yl = Conformation describing a residue with (j), i{; values o f approximately 90°, 0°,

Asx = Asparagine or Aspartate residue.

BLAST = Basic Local Alignment Search Tools.

CSD = Cambridge Structural Database.

DSSP -  Dictionary o f Secondary Structure in Proteins.

IMPT = Intennolecular Perturbation Theory.

PC A = Principal Component Analysis.

PDB = Protein Data Bank.

PDB file -  Coordinate file downloaded from the Protein Data Bank.

PDB id = Protein Data Bank identification tag.

SA = Steric accessibility, 

sd = standard deviation.

ST = Serine or Threonine residue.

Trans-amide = Trans secondary amide.
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2 Introduction

2.1 Outline

This section describes the structure o f the thesis, sections 2.2 to 2.5 introduce the various 

topics covered.

The central aim o f the project is to investigate electrostatic interactions between carbonyl 

groups, in the context o f protein structure. Recent research on small molecule and protein 

crystal structures indicates that they are more important than previously realised.

A search o f the small molecule crystal structure database shows that many 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions occur between ^ranj^-amides that are hydrogen-bonded to 

each other. Since the primary interest is in carbonyl-carbonyl interactions, an effort is 

made to separate out the hydrogen-bonded cases. The cases that are not hydrogen-bonded 

are considered in chapter 5. However, it is still o f interest to examine the 

hydrogen-bonded cases, and particularly whether the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction 

inlierent in the hydrogen-bonded system has a detectable effect on average hydrogen-bond 

geometry. Evidence relating to the effect o f the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction on 

hydrogen-bond geometry is inconclusive, but the work does lead to new insights into the

behaviour o f tmns-amides-'-trans-amide hydrogen-bonds compared with N-H -0=C 

hydrogen-bonds in general. This is covered in chapters 3 and 4.

The results o f chapter 5 show that, in small molecules, the geometry o f 

non-hydrogen-bonded carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between ^ran^^-amides is similar to 

energetically favourable interaction motifs that were identified previously between ketone 

carbonyl groups. This finding suggested that a similar analysis o f carbonyl-carbonyl 

interactions in proteins might show the occurrence o f the same motifs. Chapter 6 deals 

with the occurrence o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in proteins, and although their 

geometry is not similar to the motifs identified in ketones, other favourable 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motifs are identified.
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In the course o f reviewing previous work on the interactions o f amino acid side-chain 

carbonyl groups with nearby main-chain carbonyl groups, I became interested in the 

geometry o f certain recurring small hydrogen-bonded motifs, called asx-turns and 

ST-turns. This led to the investigation o f the geometric relationships between asx-turns, 

ST-turns, and the more widely known p-turns. This is presented in chapter 7, and has been 

published, in shortened form (Duddy et al., 2004),

In summary, chapter 3 covers the factors that affect the geometry o f hydrogen-bonds 

between trans-amide groups in small molecule crystal structures. Chapter 4 goes on to 

separately examine the factor of steric accessibility to the trans-amide carbonyl oxygen 

atom, and how this affects hydrogen-bond geometry. Chapters 5 and 6 cover the analysis 

of carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between ^raag-amides in small molecule and protein 

crystal structures, respectively. Chapter 7 is the geometric comparison among asx-tums, 

ST-tums and p-tums.

Section 2.2 introduces the general context. The following sections (2.3, 2.4, and 2.5) relate 

to the tlrree topics: hydrogen-bonding between trans-amide groups, carbonyl-carbonyl 

interactions between trans-amide groups, and mimicry o f p-turns by Asx- and ST-tums, 

respectively. Likewise, chapter 8 (Conclusions) has three sections (8.1, 8.2, and 8.3) 

relating to each o f  these three topics, leading onto a general conclusions section (8.4).

Page 6



2,2 General

The trans secondary amide {trans-am\dQ\ as in Figure 2,1), or peptide unit, is formed by 

the joining o f amino acids and is a central feature o f protein backbone. The planarity of 

the trans-amide, caused by 7i-orbital overlap, provides rigidity within protein backbone 

(main-chain) structure such that, for each amino acid, there are only two torsion angles ((j) 

and \|/) that possess significant rotational freedom. The formation o f protein secondary 

structure can be regarded as the spatial re-orientation o f backbone trans-amides, by 

rotations of (j) and i)/, such that the energetic favourability o f their interactions with each 

other, and between them and their environment, is maximised.

Beyond steric considerations and hydrophobic effects, the greatest geometric influence is 

provided by the trans-amides—trans-amide hydrogen-bond (Figure 2.1a; reviewed by Rose 

et a l ,  1993), although the effects o f other types o f  hydro gen-bond (reviewed by Weiss et

al,, 2001), particularly C-H ---0 (Derewenda et a l ,  1995; Wahl & Sundaralingam, 1997) 

and C-H- • -Tt-orbital (Brandi et a l ,  2001), have recently been emphasised. Other 

electrostatic interactions, those between nearby carbonyl groups (Figure 2.1b), are also 

thought to be important (Maccallum et a l ,  1995a,b; Allen et a l,  1998; Deane et al., 1999; 

Lario & Vrielink, 2003).

H  N

C

Y: cf
\
\
\
\

o = =  c c

N — — -H------------------ n  c '^

\
\

‘« o = 'c '

c

C N ------------H

/
a b

Figure 2.1. Two types of electrostatic interaction between trans-amide groups, (a) 

Hydrogen-bonded, (b) Carbonyl-carbonyl.

c

N  H
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2.3 Hydrogen-bonding between ^mw5-amide groups

2.3.1 Context

%

Chapters 3 and 4 present the results o f an analysis o f hydrogen-bonding between 

^raa^-amide groups in the CSD. The aim o f this work was to resolve an apparent 

contradiction in current understanding o f trans-avmdes^Jrans-amide hydrogen-bonds in

proteins compared to the more general category o f N-H -0 = C  hydrogen-bonds in small 

molecules. An influential body o f work (Taylor et al, 1983ab; Baker & Hubbard, 1984; 

Taylor & Kennard 1984; Vedani & Duiiitz, 1985; Legon & Mi lien, 1988; Buckingham et 

at., 1988; Scheiner, 1994; Aakeroy & Seddon, 1996; Jeffrey, 1997; Hay et a l,  2002; 

Sarkel & Desiraju, 2004), based largely on studies o f small molecules with carbonyl

groups, has led to emphasis on the idea that H "0= C  angles tend to values o f around 120°, 

consistent with the hydrogen atom bonding primarily with the oxygen’s lone pair.

However, the evidence from trans-amide" Jrans-amîde hydrogen-bonds in proteins shows

they mostly have much higher H --0=C  angles, inconsistent with any lone pair effect.

There is a need to examine trans-amide' • -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds in the CSD as a

separate group and compare them with other N-H- 0=C  hydrogen-bonds.
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2,3.2 Small molecule studies

Many examples of the trans-amide gi’oup can be found in small molecule crystal structures 

in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). Analysis of such crystal structures may 

reveal preferential intennolecular interactions between gi'oups, and often detailed 

geometric infomiation, such as interaction distances and angles, can be derived (Klebe, 

1994; Mills & Dean, 1996). Such information about intennolecular interactions can be 

used, inter alia, in the design o f drugs that occupy protein-ligand binding sites. Although 

infomiation can be distilled from either small-molecule (CSD) or protein crystal structure 

(PDB), the use of small-molecule data does have some distinct advantages: generally, the 

resolution is much higher, and placement o f hydrogen atoms is usually known.

Hydrogen-bonds between trans-amides (Figure 2.1a) are o f the type N -H -0 = C . Taylor et

al. examined N-H”*0=C hydrogen-bonds in the CSD, presenting their findings in a short 

series o f papers (Taylor et al., 1983a,b; Taylor et ah, 1984). In their analysis o f lone-pair 

directionality (Taylor et ah, 1983a) they found that (a) there was a tendency for the 

hydrogen to sit in the plane described by the sp^ lone-pairs o f the oxygen and (b) when the 

hydrogen position was projected onto this plane, the angle it made with the C = 0  group was

on average 135°. They concluded that there is a distinct preference for N-H* " 0 = 0  

hydrogen-bonds to form in, or near to, the directions o f the conventionally viewed sp^ 

lone-pairs. They found an increase in this preference for carbonyls that accepted two, 

rather than a single, hydrogen bond(s).

The results o f Taylor et al. are in agreement with the empirically-derived Legon-Millen 

m l es (Legon & Millen, 1987) for the lone-pair directionality o f hydrogen-bonding o f small 

molecules such as HF, HCCH, and HCN. Subsequent analyses o f the CSD have also 

found agreement with these (Murray-Rust & Glusker, 1984; Vedani & Dunitz, 1985). 

However, it has been argued that maximisation of the number o f favourable electrostatic 

interactions is more important than lone-pair directionality in determining the geometry o f

N-H***0=C hydrogen-bonds (Mitchell & Price, 1989). Specifically, the geometry o f 

certain commonly occum ng ring motifs containing more than one hydrogen-bond forces 

H -"0=C  angles to be near 120° (Figure 2.2). Ring motifs and their occuiTence have been 

considered by Allen et al. (1999).
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1

Figure 2.2. Hydrogen-bonded ring motif. From CSD refcode QIMHOJ. In this case the ring has 

2-fold rotational symmetry. The H O distance, N H=0 angle, and H -0=C angle are indicated
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that observed by Taylor et al. (1983a) for the N-H -0=C hydrogen-bonds in the CSD.

2.33 Protein studies

The geometry of the hydrogen bond between two ?ra«5-amides in proteins has been studied 

most fully by Baker & Hubbard (1984), Stickle et a l  (1992), and McDonald & Thornton 

(1994), and also by Fabiola et a/., (2002) and Kortemme et a l ,  (2003).

Baker & Hubbard (1984) analysed, inter alia, the H -O distances, the N -H -'O  angles, and 

the H*"0=C angles o f hydrogen-bonds found in a-helices and (3-sheets. The linearity o f 

hydrogen-bonds at the hydrogen atom is fairly consistent, with N -H - O angles o f around 

160°. The trans-2imiàQ carbonyl group o f each residue o f an a-helix tends to make two 

hydrogen-bonds, one with the N-H group o f the residue tliree positions ahead (i, i+3) in the 

polypeptide chain, and one with the residue 4 ahead (i, i+4). The geometry o f i, i+4

hydrogen-bonds and the hydrogen-bonds o f ^-sheets are similar, with H - O distances near 

2Â (average o f 2.04Â for i, 14-4 and 1.94Â for (3-sheet) and H "0= C  angles near 150°. The

i, i4-3 bonds have long H - O distances, and H-*-0=C angles o f about 116°. Although near 

to the value o f 120° associated with lone-pair directionality, the hydrogen is well outside 

the sp^ plane o f the oxygen. Hydrogen-bonds o f the i, i4-3 type are likely to be much |

weaker than those o f the i, i4-4 type. Stickle et a l  (1992) report similar conclusions 

regarding geometry, though they avoid the necessity o f placing hydrogen atoms by 

measuring only the N - O distance and N --0 -C  angle. The H---0=C and N---0=C angles
t|:

reported in these analyses describe a much more linear geometry at the oxygen atom than

McDonald & Thornton (1994) analysed buried hydrogen-bonds. This excludes those that 

are solvent-exposed and therefore prone to error or omission due to mobility and disorder 

at the protein surface. They found that hydrogen-bonds to buried main-chain carbonyl

groups (from any N-H donor, including side-chains) have average H- 0=C  angles near 

150°. They also found that a high proportion (about 80%) o f buried main-chain carbonyls

tend to make only one hydrogen bond, and that those making two had higher H " O 

distances. Baker & Hubbard (1984) had noted previously the tendency for main-chain 

carbonyls to form only one hydrogen bond -  53% o f their sample did, though this included 

solvent-exposed carbonyls.
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A comprehensive analysis o f the spatial distribution o f biologically important functional 

groups within the CSD (Klebe, 1994) included the hydro gen-bonding o f N-H and O-H

groups to trans-2Lmi&Q carbonyl groups. As with the N-H 0= C  hydrogen-bonds examined 

by Taylor et al, (1983a), a tendency was obseiwed for the hydrogen to sit in the plane 

described by the sp^ lone-pairs. However, when the hydrogen position is projected onto 

this plane, the angle it makes with the C = 0  group is not in keeping with lone-pair 

directionality, and instead is much more like what is observed with trans-m\\&Q groups in 

proteins. Lone-pair directionality was, however, observed in this study when 

hydrogen-bonds to primary amides, rather than trans-amidGS, were examined.

Some early work (Leiserowitz & Tuval, 1977) on the hydrogen-bonded packing 

aiTangements o f a small number o f amide-containing compounds noted the frequent 

occurrence o f ribbons, or chains, o f hydrogen-bonded symmetry-related tmns-samdQS, 

running through the crystal lattice. It was suggested that, within these chains, lone-pair 

directionality is favoured. However, the small sample of observations therein presented 

show N -"0=C  angles in the range 139°-177°, higher than expected for lone-pair 

directionality.
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2.4 Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between rra«5-amide groups

2.4.1 Context

Chapters 5 and 6 present the results o f an analysis o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions 

between trans-mmdQ groups in the CSD and PDB, respectively. This work was inspired 

by the recent accumulation o f evidence (Maccallum et al., 1995a,b; Allen et al., 1998; 

Deane et al., 1999; Lario & Vrielink, 2003) for the importance o f such interactions in 

protein and small molecule crystal structures.

2.4.2 Small molecule studies

Carbonyl groups are common organic building blocks, and their interactions have been 

studied extensively. The dipolar nature o f carbonyl groups (>C®^=0^“) allows favourable 

(6+ to Ô-) electrostatic interactions to take place between them. Early work on small, 

mainly non-biological molecules, in which dipolar carbonyl-carbonyl interactions were 

studied includes that o f Bolton (1963, 1964, 1965), Bernstein et al. (1974), and Burgi et al. 

(1974). These studies showed that in crystal structures containing carbonyl gi'oups, 

interactions between these groups occur frequently. Moreover, in structures containing 

both carbonyl gi'oups and potential hydrogen donors, inter-molecular carbonyl-carbonyl 

interactions appear in some cases to be more important than inter-molecular 

hydrogen-bonds in determining the packing o f molecules within the crystal structure.

More recently, a study o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between ketone gi oups (carbon 

substituted >C =0 groups) in the CSD, (Allen et al., 1998) has shown that a majority 

(>70%) can be geometrically grouped into tln-ee common motifs (see Figure 5.1a): a 

slightly sheared antiparallel arrangement (in which each oxygen is near to the carbon o f the 

other carbonyl); a perpendicular an’angement (in which the carbon o f only one group can 

interact with the oxygen o f the other group); and a highly sheared parallel arrangement

(which also has only one close C "O interaction), hitermolecular Perturbation Theory 

(IMPT) was used to calculate attractive interaction energies for the antiparallel and 

perpendicular types. For the antiparallel arrangement this was found to be comparable to
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that o f a medium-strength N-H*--0=C hydrogen bond: A perfectly rectangular geometry 

had “ 22.3 k j moF^ at a C --0  distance o f 3.02 Â, the energy remained high (<-15 kJ moF ■) 

out to a distance of 3.6 Â, further than which calculations were not carried out. The energy

o f the perpendicular arrangement was comparable to that o f a C-H---0=C hydrogen bond: 

-7.6 kJ moF^ at a distance o f 3.02 Â. The existence o f these carbonyl-carbonyl interaction 

motifs in the crystal structures of acetone are thought to contribute to its unusual 

thermodynamic properties (Allan et. al, 1999).
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2.4.3 Protein studies

Interactions between carbonyl groups in proteins have not attracted as much attention as 

those in the CSD. One exception to this, Maccallum et a l  (1995a,b), used Lennard-Jones 

potentials to measure the coulombic energy o f interactions between backbone 

trans-amidQs. The total energy was broken down by treating the N-H and carbonyl groups 

separately. It was found that the interaction between carbonyl groups was a principal 

source o f stabilisation for a number o f features o f secondary structure. The right-handed 

twist o f (3-strands (and consequently the twist o f (3-sheet) and also the left-handedness o f 

polyproline II helices and collagen helices (both o f which are closely related to (3-strands) 

are stabilised by favourable carbonyl-carbonyl interactions. Also, earlier observations 

(Artymiuk & Blake, 1981; Baker & Hubbard, 1984) o f differences in the in-plane 

hydrogen-bond angles (i.e. the angle made with the C = 0 bond by the projection o f the 

hydrogen atom position onto the sp^ plane o f the oxygen) between parallel (3-sheet, 

antiparallel p-sheet, and i, i+4 a-helix hydrogen-bonds were explained in terms of 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions (Maccallum et ah, 1995b).

Another example where carbonyl-carbonyl interactions were studied in proteins involves 

asparagine and aspartate (asx) residues (Deane et al., 1999). These residues have a high 

propensity to adopt conformations in partially allowed regions o f the Ramachandran plot, 

particularly the left-handed a-helical region. In an effort to explain this, the distance 

between the carbonyl group o f asx side-chains and their own main-chain carbonyl or the 

carbonyl of the preceding residue was measured. This distance was less than 4Â in more 

than 80% o f cases. It was concluded that stacking o f the carbonyls provides some 

explanation for the preponderance o f asx residues in partially allowed regions o f the 

Ramachandran plot.

Recently, Lario & Vrielink (2003) noted the difference in electron densities between the 

carbonyl groups o f a-helices and those o f p-sheets, in an examination of the sub-Angstrom 

resolution structure o f cholesterol oxidase. In a-helices the electron density is more 

polarised towards the oxygen atom. A number o f possible explanations were considered 

for this including variations in hydrogen-bond geometry, differences in the peptide C-N
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bond order associated with alternating resonance forms o f the ?ra«5’-amide, and 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions. All but carbonyl-carbonyl interactions were ruled out.

Interactions have also been observed between ketone carbonyl groups o f protein ligands 

with ?ra«5-amide carbonyl groups o f the active site (Bergner et al., 2001-2002). O f 821 

ligands in the PDB comprising ketone moieties, 42 such examples were found, 13 o f which 

occurred in the antiparallel arrangement identified by Allen et at. (1998).
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2.5 Mimicry of P-turns by Asx- and ST-turns

2.5.1 Context

W ithin proteins, asparagine and aspartate side-chain carbonyl groups can interact with 

nearby main-chain carbonyls. This stabilises conformations o f these residues occurring 

within paitially allowed regions o f the Ramachandran plot (Deane et a l ,  1999). Such 

interactions involve contact o f the side-chain carbonyl with the main-chain carbonyl either 

o f the asx residue itself, or o f the previous residue in the chain. Review o f the work o f 

Deane et al. (1999) raised the possibility that many o f the contacts between the asx 

side-chain carbonyl and its own main-chain carbonyl could be occurring within motifs 

called asx-tums. The geometric constraints o f asx-tums dictate that the asx side-chain 

carbonyl is necessarily close to its own main-chain carbonyl. Based on this, I decided to 

investigate the geometry o f asx-tums. The analysis did not produce new insights into 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions, but did lead to an improved understanding o f asx-, ST-, 

and p-turns, and the geometric relationships between them, as described in chapter 7, and 

as published, in shortened form (Duddy et al., 2004).

2.5.2 P-turns

The four main types o f p-tum. I, F , II and IF, were first described by Venkatachalam 

(1968). p-turns are considered to have four residues, i, i+1, i+2 and i+3. They are 

typically defined in two main ways, either by a distance of less than 7 A between the Ca 

atoms o f residues i and i+3 (Lewis et a l ,  1973) or by a hydrogen bond between the 

main-chain carbonyl group o f residue i and the main-chain NH group o f residue i+3. 

Here, like Venkatachalam, only the hydrogen-bonded turns are considered, eliminating 

those such as type VIII (Hutchinson & Thornton, 1996). Also excluded are those with cis 

peptide bonds. The validity o f regarding p-turns of this sort as belonging to four main 

categories has been confirmed (Wilmot & Thornton, 1990) and later work has generally 

supported this classification (Richardson, 1981; Baker & Hubbard, 1984; Wilmot & 

Thornton, 1988, 1990; Hutchinson & Thornton, 1994, 1996; Gunasekaran et a l ,  1998).
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p-turns are the most common small non-secondary stmcture motifs. They are often found 

at the loop ends o f p-hairpins, and within several other motifs.

2.5.3 Asx-turns and ST-turns

Richardson (1981) pointed to the hequent occurrence o f asx-tums and to their geometrical 

resemblance to hydrogen-bonded p-tums. The term asx is used to indicate either an 

aspartate or asparagine residue, both o f which exhibit similar behaviour because both have 

side-chain carbonyl groups next to the p-carbon atom. Both asx-turns and p-tums form a 

10-atom hydrogen-bonded ring. The difference, seen in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b, is that the 

main chain atoms in residue i and the NH group o f residue i+1 in the p-turn are replaced 

by the side-chain of an asx residue. Hence the asx side-chain atoms mimic the main-chain 

ones. Asx-turns have three residues, i (asx), i+1 and i+2, so the residue numbering for 

homologous atoms differs horn that o f p-tums, such that i+1 o f asx-turns con’csponds to 

i+2 o f p-tums. This is shown in Figure 2.3 (the 'equivalent angles' described in this figure 

are explained in Chapter 7). Several authors (Tainer et a l ,  1982; Rees et a l ,  1983; 

Richardson & Richardson, 1989; Eswar & Ramakrislinan, 1999; Wan & Milner-White, 

1999a; Chaki’abati & Pal, 2001) discuss the asx-tum and its similarity to the p-tum while 

others (Presta & Rose, 1988; Richardson & Richardson, 1988; Doig et a l,  1997; Aurora & 

Rose, 1998) show the asx-turn to be common at the N-termini o f a-helices.

The side-chain oxygen atoms o f serine and threonine residues (i) often form a 

hydrogen-bond with the main-chain NH groups o f the residue two ahead (i+2). Such 

features are like asx-tums except that they are 9-atom, instead o f 10-atom, 

hydrogen-bonded rings. Data have been assembled (Baker & Hubbard, 1984; Eswar & 

Ramakrishnan, 1999, 2000) showing their common occurrence and pointing to their 

similarity with asx-tums. Here they are refei+ed to collectively as ST-turns (as in Wan & 

Milner-White, 1999b). Sequence comparisons of homologous proteins (Vijayakumar et 

a l,  1999; Wan & Milner-White, 1999b) show that, within and between asx- and ST-tums, 

the four residues in question often substitute each other.
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representations of the P-tum, asx-tum (with aspartate side chain) and ST-tum (with serine side 
chain), respectively. Residue positions are indicated, and it should be noted that position i+1 of an 
asx- or ST-tum is equivalent to i+2 of a p-tum. (d) and (e) show the %\ and %2 torsion angles of an 
aspartate and a serine, (b) and (c) also show the novel torsion angles Ye. <t>e and cOg, used in this 
work for comparison of asx- and ST-tums with P-tums (subscript e stands for equivalent), (f) 
shows the approximate relationships of Ye, <l>e and cOc with standard torsion angles, allowing 
short-hand comparisons to be made. The values of Ye, and ooe and of standard angles used in this 
work have been measured directly.
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Previous work on ST-tums, in the general context o f side-chain to main-chain 

hydrogen-bonding, has noted their prevalence and grouped them into three geometrically 

distinct categories, but their geometric similarity to p-tums has not been explicitly 

discussed. Asx-tums have been more extensively studied, and o f particular relevance to 

the present work is that o f Eswar and Ramakrishnan (1999). These authors categorised 

asx-tums into four geometrically distinct classes. They noted similarity with p-tums, and 

drew particular attention to the correspondence between one o f their four classes and the 

type i r  p-tum, and also to the observation that the second residue o f asx-tums is often 

found in the bridge region o f the Ramachandran plot, as is the equivalent residue o f 

P-turns. Their findings are built upon in Chapter 7 through a direct comparison o f 

asx-tums with p-tums, resulting in the observation that the four classes o f asx-tum are 

geometrically equivalent to the four types o f hydrogen-bonded p-tum. Additionally, it is 

found that the thi'ee categories o f ST-tum are also equivalent to three (types I, II and II') o f 

the four types o f hydrogen-bonded p-tum. It is proposed that asx- and ST-turns be named 

using the type I, II, T and IT p-turn nomenclature.

2.5.4 Nests

A commonly occurring anion-binding m otif has been described (Watson & Milner-White, 

2002a,b; Pal et a l ,  2002; Milner-W hite et a l ,  2004) as a nest because it forms a concavity 

made from the main-chain NH groups o f three successive residues. The anionic gi oup 

bound is often a single oxygen atom with either a whole or a partial negative charge. A 

less common, though recurring, variant of this was called an asx-nest because the first nest 

residue is either aspartate or asparagine and its side chain oxygen is the anion in the nest.

A similar distribution is found for ST-nests, which are like asx-nests except that they have 

either serine or threonine as the first residue and the S or T side-chain oxygen occupies the 

nest. They are relevant because it emerges that asx-and ST-tums mimicking type II 

p-turns are the same as asx- and ST-nests.
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3 Hydrogen-bonding between ^mns'-amlde groups: Factors affecting

hydrogen bond geometry

3.1 Brief introduction and outline

The current evidence suggests that hydrogen-bonds made to trans-mm<lQ carbonyl groups

are more linear at the oxygen acceptor atom than N-H*-*0=C hydrogen-bonds, despite the 

influence o f lone-pair directionality, and not just within protein secondary structure.

Focussing on ?ra7w-amide--+ra«.?-amide hydrogen bonds in the CSD, a subgroup not 

previously examined, the possible reasons for this disparity are examined.

The geometry o f the trans-smidQ- • -tra n s hydrogen-bond is compared with the

geometry o f other hydrogen-bonded systems including the simple N-H 0= C  

hydrogen-bond, and hydrogen-bonds involving primary amides. The effects o f three 

factors on hydrogen-bond geometry are analysed: the occurrence o f hydrogen-bonded 

chains o f ?ra/7.y-amides extending through the crystal lattice; the number o f 

hydrogen-bonds made by the ^ra?75-amide carbonyl (including a comparison o f the 

proportion o f trans~?im\àQ carbonyls that accept multiple hydrogen-bonds compared with 

the proportion for C = 0 groups in general); and the occurrence o f hydrogen-bonded ring 

motifs among the N -H -0 = C  hydrogen-bonds (as described by Mitchell & Price, 1989). 

The effects o f these factors on the linearity at the oxygen acceptor atom are summarised. 

Lastly, the internal geometry o f the trans-mmàQ is considered.
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3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Database searches

A trans~?mi&Q is defined here as a secondary amide group with the C-CO-NH-C atomic 

configuration as in Figure 2.1 such that the CO and NH subgroups lie trans to one another.

The November 2003 release o f the Cambridge Structural Database (version 5.25) 

contained a total o f 298,097 crystal structures o f small molecules. The ConQuest software 

package (Allen, 2002; Bruno et a l ,  2002) was used to identify trans amide groups within a 

subset o f this database. The subset consisted only o f structures: (a) o f organic compounds; 

(b) rated error-free by CSD evaluation procedures; (c) that were not polymeric; (d) with 

R-values 0.075. Occurrences o f intennolecular hydrogen-bonds between amide 

gi'oups were identified and characterised using ConQuest. The geometric search criteria 

were two amide units, constrained to the trans configuration by limiting the C-N-C-C 

torsion angle to 180“ ± 90“ (99% of the trans-mm&Q groups identified in this way had 

C N C C = 180“ ± 2 0 “).

A crystal structure may include more than one unique occurrence o f an interaction, such 

that, in the database, the number o f occurrences o f an interaction exceed the number o f 

crystal structures with the interaction. Also, there may be more than one independent 

molecule per asymmetric unit and each unique interaction is counted separately. A 

structural subset is defined as the set o f crystal structures with one or more occurrences of 

the specified interaction. It is o f importance to be aware o f the situation when employing 

ConQuest to do database searches o f the form "x not y" where x and y are specific 

interaction types. This specifies that the subset o f structures containing occurrences of y 

have been excluded, and occurrences o f x are identified only within the subset o f 

structures not containing any instances o f y.

The following parameters were calculated for each hydrogen bond occuiTence (allowed 

limits for hydrogen bond definition are given in brackets): H -O  distance (< 2.5À);

N-H- • 0  angle (> 90°) and H- • 0= C  angle (> 90°). Bond lengths to terminal hydrogen 

atoms are underestimated in X-ray studies due to hydrogen atom asphericity effects (Allen,
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1986). In this study, hydrogen atom positions were nomialised by ConQuest such that the 

N-H distance was fixed to 1.009 by moving the hydrogen atom out along the N-H vector. 

The 1.009 value is the mean bond length determined from neutron diffraction work.

Three-centered, or bifurcated, hydrogen bonds were defined as cases where the N-H, 

besides satisfying the hydrogen bond criteria above, was also close to another

electronegative atom, X, where X is O, N, S, or halogen. The distance N---X was required 

to be within the sum o f the Van der Waals radii o f N  and X plus an allowance o f 0.2Â.

Additionally the N -H -• -X angle was limited to > 90°.

Occurrences o f the different categories o f hydrogen-bonded interactions were also 

identified using ConQuest. A  frnw.s-amide 'ïra/î.s’-amide chain was defined as four 

trans-^imiàQ groups (a-d) arranged a - b - c- d such that there are three hydrogen bonds o f 

the type shown (Figure 2.1a), between a--b, b-’-c, and c--d, the a-d labels being applied 

arbitrarily by the search procedure. Values describing hydrogen bond geometry are taken 

from the b "C interaction in each case. Two common types o f repeating chain, involving

symmetry related groups, were identified: the singly repeating ••(•a-)r"a-”a-" variety 

involving successive stmcturally identical ^raw.s'-amide groups, and the doubly repeating

( a "b )r"a"'b '" variety involving two structurally distinct trans-dmi&Q groups. A ring 

m otif was defined as a hydrogen-bonded structure of the type shown in Figure 2.2.

3.2.2 Statistical correction for angular data

The method used by Taylor & Kennard (1984) and Ki'oon et a l ,  (1975) was followed to 

coiTect statistical bias o f angular data (Figures 3 .le  and 3 .If). OccuiTences were counted 

in bins with increments o f 5° in the range 90° to 180°. The number o f observations in each 

bin was divided by sin x, where x is the average o f the upper and lower boundaries o f the 

bin, coiTecting the numbers o f observations for each bin such that they were proportional 

to sin X . The comected numbers o f  observations were then multiplied by a noiinalisation 

value, N, derived by dividing the total number o f observations before con’ection by the 

total number after correction.
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3.3 Results & Discussion

3.3.1 Hydrogen-bonds between trans-simide groups

The November 2003 release o f the CSD contained 3077 structures containing at least one

tmns-amide group, and 5343 unique trans-amide groups. A proportion (2097; 39%) o f J
■>

trans-amide groups were found to make an inter-molecular N-H -0=C hydrogen bond (of f

the form shown in Figure 2.1a) to at least one other trans-amide. The following

parameters were calculated for each hydrogen-bond: (a) H to O distance (H - 0 ); (b) N to

O distance (N---0); angles (c) N -H - O, (d) H-'-O-C and (e) N ”*0=C. The distributions o f ?

a-d are presented (Figure 3.1 a-d) and the mean and standard deviation of each are given
;

(Table 3.1). For three-dimensional angular data such as N -H - O and H -"0=C  angles there fe

is a need to take account o f the geometrical bias against values near 180°. This is because 

the available contact area on a sphere becomes proportionately less for a given change in 

angle as linearity is approached. A method is employed (Taylor & Kennard, 1984; Kroon 

et al, 1975) to correct for this bias. The corrected angle distributions are in Figures 3 .le

and 3. If. The peak at 175-180° in Figure 3. le  shows that the distribution of the N -H -O  

angle is consistent with a preference for linear geometry, while that for the H "0= C  is less 

so.
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3.3.2 Comparison with other hydrogen-bonded systems

The average geometry o f the /ra«^-amide--Tra«.s'-amide hydrogen bond was compared with 

the geometry o f several other hydrogen-bonded systems, ranging in complexity upwards

fi'om the simplemost case o f the N -H ”-0=C hydrogen bond (Table 3.1). Differences in 

mean values for all parameters were minimal, except those describing the angle at the

oxygen acceptor atom: N-”0= C  and H "0=C . The trans-2ümàQ-'’trans-m\\dQ  hydrogen

bond had an average H --0= C  o f 148°, whereas for N-H-”0= C  the same angle had the 

lower value o f  134°, dropping to 131° when structures containing

/ra/î5-amide”Tra«5-amide hydrogen-honds were excluded.

The subsets N-H-”^ra«5-amide and tmns-amidQ"‘0 = C  both (when structures containing 

trans-amidG'"trans-am.idQ hydrogen-bonds were excluded) had average H "0= C  values o f 

around 140°, intermediate between the values for N -H -"0=C and 

trans-amidQ-'tmns-amide (Table 3.1).

The hydrogen-bonds made by primary amides to each other or with other N-H or 0= C  

gi'oups, were also examined. Only occurrences where a hydrogen bond was made by the 

hydrogen trans to the carbonyl oxygen were considered. The primary amide*■■primary 

amide hydrogen bond had an average H  ̂ O=C of 139°, closer to the value for N-H ■ 0= C  

than to the value for trans-amido'"trans-amidQ. The average for primary amide  ̂ O=C was 

also 139°, but for N-H ■■■primary amide it was 130° - much lower still, and very similar to

that for the general N-H* ■ *0=0 hydrogen bond after trans-amidG"-tf'ans-amidQ occurrences 

are excluded (131°).
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Table 3.1. Geometry of trans-amidG'--trans-amidQ hydrogen-bonds and hydrogen-bonds tfom 
other structural subsets. The mean and standard deviation are given for each geometric parameter. 
Subset size is the number of stmctures that contain one or more hydrogen bond of the specified 
type. The sample size, N, is the number of hydrogen-bonds of the specified type that occur within
the subset. Where a subset is specified as 'not trans-amidG'"trans-m\idQ' this indicates that
structures containing trans-amidG'-'trans-amidG hydrogen-bonds have been excluded from that 
subset.

Parameter
Type of hydrogen bond Subset

size
N H '" 0

(sd)
N -O
(sd)

N -H -O
(sd)

N -0 = C
(sd)

H -0 = C
(sd)

trans-dLxmde-■ Vmm-amide

/

1245 1731 2.00
(0.1)

2.94
(0.1)

159
(12)

152
(16)

148
(15)

primary amide [trans  H)-- 
primary amide

202 259 2.05
(0.2)

2.96
(0.1)

153
(15)

143
(17)

139
(16)

)"---------- ”= \
/ ■

N -H -0 = C 8324 13825 1.98
(0.2)

2.91
(0.1)

158
(15)

135
(18)

134
(17)

N -H -0 = C
not trans-diXmdQ'-'trans- 
amide

7079 11657 1.97
(0.2)

2.91
(0.1)

158
(15)

133
(17)

131
(16)

N-H- ■ -tra/w-amide 1521 2190 2.00
(0.1)

2.94
(0.1)

158
(12)

149
(17)

147
(16)

N-H-• •tran^'-amide
not trans-axYMG-'-trans- 
amide

276 335 1.99
(0.2)

2.92
(0.1)

156
(14)

144
(17)

141
(16)

N-H-•-primary amide 440 744 2.00
(0.1)

2.95
(0.1)

161
(14)

131
(16)

130
(15)

N-H- primary amide 
not primary amide [trans

H)"-primary amide

238 306 1.97
(0.1)

2.94
(0.1)

165
(12)

128
(13)

128
(13)

Table continued.
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tra/M-amide* • -0=C 

. = /

1726 2378 2.01
(0.1)

2.95
(0.1)

159
(12)

149
(17)

146
(16)

trans-axmÛG' • • 0=C  
not trans-avcààQ"-trans- 
amide

481 568 2.02
(0.1)

2.97
(0.1)

160
(12)

141
(17)

139
(16)

primary amide {trans H)--
o=c

_________

300 371 2.04
(0.1)

2.97
(0.1)

155
(14)

142
(18)

139
(16)

primary amide {trar^s H) - 
0=C  not primary amide
{trans H) -primary amide

98 110 2.03
(0.1)

2.98
(0.1)

159
(12)

141
(19)

139
(18)
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3.3.3 Hydrogen-bonded chains

A frequent occurrence is the formation o f hydrogen-bonded chains o f trans-amides 

extending through the crystal lattice (examples are shown in Figure 3.6). These chains 

feature hydrogen-honds between symmetry-related groups. O f the 2097 trans-amides

involved in trans-amide-’-trans-amide hydrogen-bonds, 1336 (64%) were involved in 

chains (geometric data in Table 3.2). The number of chains totalled 1337. These were

dominated by two repeating types, ••(•a-)r-* and -( a 'b )r ' (see Materials and methods 

section 3.2.1), that together accounted for 91% o f the total. There were 878 occurrences o f 

••(•a-),-**, and 340 occun-ences o f ■•(•a-'-b-),-. Hydrogen bonds within chains have higher 

angles at the oxygen atom (average N  - 0= C  o f 153° and H---0=C o f 150°) than those

occurring in stmctures that do not contain chains (average N '0 = C  o f 146° and H "0= C  o f 

144°).

A large proportion (80%) o f primary amide (trans H) * primary amide hydrogen-bonds 

were also found to occur within chains. In this case, the small number that did not occur

within chains had a higher average H"-0==C angle, unlike the trans-amide'-'trans-amide 

case where it was lower.
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T a b le  3.2. O ccurrence o f  trans-am ide-'-trans-am iéG  hydrogen-bonds w ith in  and outw ith chains. 
Subset size is the num ber o f  structures that contain one or m ore occurrence(s) o f  the specified type. 
T he num ber o f  unique groups is the num ber o f  structurally d istinct tran s-am ide  groups involved in 
the occuirences. T he sam ple size, N , is the num ber o f  occurrences o f  the specified type. T he m ean

and standard deviation are given for each param eter. V alues for all tran s-am idG '-trans-arm de,

N -H ---0=C  (excluding trans-am \dG '--trans-am \d€), and prim ary am ide...prim ary am ide 
hydrogen-bonds are given for ease o f  com parison.

Parameter
Type Subset Unique N H---0 N -'O N -H -0 N -0 = C H -O -C

size groups (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd)
trans-armde. ■ • • trans- 1245 2097 1731 2.00 2.94 159 151 148
araide (0.1) (0.1) (12) (16) (15)
primary amide {trans 202 284 259 2.05 2.96 153 143 139
H) -primary amide (0.2) (0.1) (15) (17) (16)

N -H -0 = C 7079 N/A 11657 1.97 2.91 158 133 131

not ^ra«5-amide-" (0.2) (0.1) (15) (17) (16)

trans-armdo,
//-««i'-amide • • ■ trans- 966 1336 1337 2.00 2.95 159 153 150
amide within chain (0.1) (0.1) (12) (15) (15)

trans-armde-• -trans- 279 735 384 2.00 2.94 158 146 144
amide not within (0.1) (0.1) (13) (16) (16)
chain
primary amide {trans 181 227 233 2.05 2.96 153 143 138
H) -primary amide (0.2) (0.1) (15) (18) (16)
within chain
primary amide {trans 21 54 28 2.05 2.96 154 143 145
H)--primary amide (0.2) (0.1) (17) (12) (15)
not within chain
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3.3.4 Multiple hydrogen-bonds

To investigate the influence o f the number o f hydrogen-bonds accepted on angles at the 

oxygen acceptor atom, and on general hydrogen bond geometry, the two systems,

N-H -0=C and trans-amide---trans-amide, were tested for the presence or absence o f at 

least one extra X-H -O hydrogen bond (Table 3,3). Where a second hydrogen-bond was 

present, the average H---0=C angles o f both the original and second hydrogen-bonds were 

markedly lower than those observed for the singly bonded case.

In the case o f the N-H-*-0=0 system with a single hydrogen-bond, the average H -0=C 

angle was 138°, and with two hydrogen-bonds was 126° and 125° for the original and

second bonds respectively. The trans-amidG'-'trans-armde system with a single 

hydrogen-bond had an average H---0=C angle of 150°; this dropped to 136° and 130° for 

the original and second bonds respectively when a second bond was present. Other 

geometric parameters were not greatly affected by the influence o f multiple 

hydrogen-bonds. The proportion o f trans-armde-'trans-amide occurrences with multiple

hydrogen-bonds (9%) is much lower than the proportion o f N-H---0=^0 occurrences with 

multiple hydrogen-bonds (26%). This relative weight will give multiple hydrogen-bonding

in the N-H---0=C system a greater influence on the overall average H---0=C angle than in

the trans-amide'''trans-amide system.

The influence o f multiple hydrogen-bonds on trans-amide'-trans-amide occuiTences 

within hydrogen-bonded chains was also considered, and compared with occurrences in the 

subset o f structures that did not contain chains (Table 3.3). The two factors, multiple 

hydrogen-bonding and occurrence within a chain, are largely independent o f one another 

as the proportion of within chain occurrences that had multiple hydrogen-bonds (9%) was 

approximately the same as the proportion o f non-chain occurrences that had multiple 

hydrogen-bonds (9%).
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Table 3.3. Acceptance of multiple hydrogen-bonds at oxygen atom. Occurrences of a second,
X-H---G (X = N,0), hydrogen bond in the N-H-*0=0 and trans-a\\\idG'--tmns-am\dG
hydrogen-bonded systems are considered. Trans-am\dQ'''trans-am\dG hydrogen-bonds occurring 
within hydrogen-bonded chains, and those occurring in the subset of structures that did not contain
chains, are shown separately. Geometric data are presented for both the N -H-O and X-H---0 
hydrogen-bonds to 0=C and /ranj-amide groups. The mean and standard deviation are given for 
each geometric parameter. Subset size is the number of structures that contain one or more 
occurrence(s) of the specified type. Values for each full subset (including both multiple and single 
hydrogen-bonds) are given for ease of comparison. ________________________ ___________

Parameter
Type Subset

size
N H - 0

(sd)
N "’0
(sd)

N -H -0
(sd)

N-"0=C
(sd)

H -0=C 
(sd)

N -H -0 = C 8324 13825 1.98 2.91 158 135 134
(0.2) (0.1) (15) (18) (17)

N-H and X-H ••■0=C 2288 3540
N— H N-H-"0=C 2.00 2.93 157 128 126

;o = = c (0.2) (0.1) (16) (16) (15)

 ̂ X-H-"0 = 0 1.94 2.86 158 127 125
(0.2) (0.2) (16) (16) (14)

N -H -0 = C 6036 8094 1.97 2.91 159 139 138

not N-H and X-H •••0=C (0.2) (0.1) (14) (18) (17)

trans-avcAdo,' "trans-armds,

tmaj'-amide and X-H 
r̂ofM-amide

c

/

/

1245 1731 2.00 2.94 159 151 148
(0.1) (0.1) (12) (16) (15)

129 153

N -H -0 = C

X -H -O -C

tmns-anûidG--‘tmns-armde not 
tra«5'-amide and X-H •■•/ra«5-amide

2.08 3.02 156 138 136
(0.2) (0.1) (13) (18) (16)

2.02 2.92 154 131 130
(0.2) (0.2) (16) (14) (13)

1.99 2.94 159 153 150
(0.1) (0.1) (12) (15) (15)

trans-armdc ■ ■ • tmns-armde within 966 1337 2.00 2.95 159 153 150
chain (0.1) (0.1) (12) (15) (15)

trani^-ainide-■ •tr««5'-amide within 103 117 2.07 3.01 156 140 137

chain and /raoj-amide and X-H ••• (0.2) (0.1) (13) (19) (16)

irfl/w-amide
trans-amidQ' - ■ trans-armde within 863 1156 1.99 2.94 160 155 151

chain not troaa-amide and X-H ••• (0.1) (0.1) (11) (15) (14)

ï/'fl?z5-amide

trans-av[àd&-• 'ïra?î5-amide not 279 384 2.00 2.94 158 146 144
within chain (0.1) (0.1) (13) (16) (16)

trans-ar(ddG"'trans~avcAdQ not 26 36 2.10 3.04 158 134 133
within chain and trans-anàdç. and (0.1) (0.1) (13) (16) (16)

X-H •'-trans-amide
traf7s~amide---trans-amide not 253 335 1.99 2.93 157 147 146
within chain not trans-amide and (0.1) (0.1) (14) (15) (15)

X-H ---tf-ans-amide
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3.3.5 Ring motifs

N-H "0=C hydrogen-bonds can occur within ring motifs (Figure 2.2) o f the type described 

by Mitchell & Price (1989) that involve two hydrogen-bonds. They require the N-H and 

C = 0  o f an amide to be cis^ so are formed by primary amides and cis- (secondary) amides, 

but not ^mw-amides. The number o f structures in the CSD containing ring motifs was 

1631. The geometry o f ring m otif hydrogen-bonds and o f subsets excluding ring motifs

was investigated (Table 3.4). A low average value (123°) o f the H '0= C  angle was 

observed in ring motifs. Their geometry was also characterised by the linearity o f the

N-H 'O angle. This averaged 167°, which is 9° higher than the value for N-H ”*0=C 

hydrogen-bonds in general.

When structures containing ring motifs were excluded from the N-H---0=C 

hydrogen-bonds, the average H---0==C value increased from 134° to 136°. Further 

exclusion, o f multiple hydrogen-bonding or o f tmns-amide--'tmns-amidG  hydrogen-bonds, 

produced values o f 141° and 140° respectively.

To show the differential effects o f exclusion o f structures containing ring motifs on the 

geometry of hydrogen-bonds formed by either one or other o f the two primary amide 

hydrogen atoms, values are given separately for hydrogen-bonds made by the primary 

amide hydrogen trans to 0=C , and the primary amide hydrogen cis to 0 -C . As would be 

expected, exclusion o f structures containing ring motifs causes little change in the case o f

the trans hydrogen, however for the cis hydrogen an increase in average H --0 -C  from 

125° to 131° is observed. This increases further to 134° when multiple hydrogen-bonds 

are also excluded.
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Table 3.4. The effect of ring motifs on hydrogen bond geometry. The mean and standard 
deviation are given for each geometric parameter. Subset size is the number of structures that 
contain one or more hydrogen bond of the specified type. The sample size, N, is the number of 
hydrogen-bonds of the specified type that occur within the subset.

Parameter
Type Subset N H - 0 N - 0 N -H -O N -0 = C H -0 = C

size (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd)
N-H'*-0=C of ring motif 1635 1892 1.91 2.90 167 122 123

(0.1) (0.1) (9) (6) (6)

N-H"-0=C 8324 13825 1.98 2.91 158 135 134
(0.2) (0.1) (15) (18) (17)

N -H -0 = C 6689 10776 1.98 2.91 157 138 136
not ring motif (0.2) (0.1) (15) (19) (18)

N -H -O -C 4913 6549 1.98 2.92 157 143 141
neither ring motif (0.2) (0.1) (14) (18) (18)

nor N-H and X-H •••0=C
N-H -0=C 3086 3860 2.00 2.94 157 142 140
neither ring motif (0.2) (0.1) (14) (18) (17)

nor N-H and X-H ■••0=C
nor tj-ans-armde-'imns-amide

primary amide -0=C 300 371 2.04 2.97 155 142 139
(trans hydrogen) (0.1) (0.1) (14) (18) (16)

primary amide--0=C 146 167 2.06 2.97 153 142 139
(trans hydrogen) (0.2) (0.1) (16) (18) (18)
not ring motif
primary amide---O^C 77 84 2.05 2.96 154 143 141
(trans hydrogen) (0.1) (0.1) (16) (19) (19)
neither ring motif
nor p. amide and X-H ••■0=C

primary amide-•■0=C 410 520 1.97 2.95 166 124 125
(cis hydrogen) (0.1) (0.1) (10) (11) (11)
primary amide’--O^C 143 160 2.00 2.96 161 131 131
(cis hydrogen) (0.1) (0.1) (11) (15) (15)
not ring motif
primary amide---0=0 69 76 1.98 2.94 161 134 134
(cis hydrogen) (0.1) (0.1) (11) (15) (15)
neither ring motif
nor p. amide and X-H —0=C
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Although the effect o f excluding ring motifs on the average H -0 = 0  value of N-H '0 = C  

hydrogen-bonds is relatively small (an increase o f 2°) compared with the effect o f 

excluding multiple hydrogen-bonds (an increase o f 4°), its effect on the distribution o f

H '”0=C  values is more dramatic (Figure 3.2). The large peak at approximately 120° in the

H -0=C distribution for all N-H -0 = C  hydrogen-bonds (Figure 3.2a), is caused by the 

ring motifs (Figure 3.2b), and disappears completely to leave a relatively smooth nonnal 

distribution when ring motifs are excluded (Figure 3.2c). It can also be seen that the effect 

o f exclusion o f multiple hydrogen-bonds on the distribution is less marked (Figures 3.2d 

and 3.2e).
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Figure 3.2. Distributions of H—0=C angle of N-H 0=C hydrogen-bonds: (a) ail N-H 0=C  
hydrogen-bonds; (b) those occurring in ring motifs; (c) those occurring in the subset of structures 
that do not contain ring motifs; (d) those occurring in the subset of structures that do not contain 
multiple hydrogen-bonds; (e) those occurring in the subset of structures that contain neither ring 
motifs nor multiple hydrogen-bonds.
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3.3.6 Three-centered hydrogen-bonds

A further factor is the occurrence o f 3-centered, or bifurcated, hydrogen-bonds (Taylor et 

al., 1984); the frequency and geometry o f these is shown in Table 3.5. Although rare

among trans-dæai^Q--'trans-2imiàQ hydrogen-bonds, they make up 14% of the N-H---0=C 

set. hr the two cases, both N-H -O and H -0= 0  values are low. Also shown are average 

values after excluding 3-centered and other subsets (multiple hydrogen-bonds; ring motifs;

and hydro gen-bonded chains). The values for the two sets o f average N -H -O  angles, 

compared to the multiple hydrogen bonds at the carbonyl oxygen, are more disparate, 

suggesting that, for 3-centered bonds, there are often one major and one minor hydrogen 

bond, rather than both being similar.
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Table 3.5. Three-centered hydrogen-bonds. The mean and standard deviation are given for each 
geometric parameter. Subset size is the number of structures that contain one or more hydrogen 
bond of the specified type. The sample size, N, is the number of hydrogen-bonds of the specified 
type that occur within the subset.

Parameter
Type Subset N H -- N - N -H - N"- H--

size 0/X(Â) 0/X(Â) 0/X(°) 0=C(°) 0=C(°)
(sd) (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd)

N -H -0 = C 8324 13825 1.98 2.91 158 135 134
(0.2) (0.1) (15) (18) (17)

3-centered 1222 1877

N-H "X 2.49 3.05 117 n/a n/a
N ------ (0.3) (0.2) (18)

"orrzrC N-H "0=C 2.03 2.89 147 128 125
(0.2) (0.1) (20) (16) (16)

N -H -"0-C 2880 3553 2.00 2.90 158 143 141

not N-H and X-H -0 -C (0.2) (0.3) (13) (17) (17)

not ring motif
not 3-centered
not /‘7-fl775'-amide-"^?-fï«5'-amide

tj'ans-axmde' ■ - t / 'a /w - a m id e  

3-centered

. . n -h

/

X

N -H "-0=0

trans-SivmdG"- trans-eamde

not trans-wixddQ and X-H ••■0=C 
not chain 
not 3-centered

1245 1731 2.00 2.94 159 151 148
(0.1) (0.1) (12) (16) (15)

26 34
2.42 3.08 124 n/a n/a
(0.2) (0.1) (15)
2.18 3.04 145 140 134
(0.2) (0.1) (15) (14) (11)

242 316 1.99 2.93 158 148 146
(0.1) (0.1) (14) (15) (15)
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3.3.7 Summary of factors affecting H 0=C  angle

Differences in the H -0=C angle between different subsets are summarised in Figure 3.3. 

The effects o f multiple hydrogen-bonding (where the 0= C  accepts two or more donors),

ring motifs, and hydrogen-bonded chains on the H '0= C  angle averages o f N -H -"0=C 

hydrogen-bonds, ^mM^-amide - ̂ rtzm-amide hydrogen-bonds, and other structural subsets, 

are shown.

Multiple hydrogen-bonding and occurrence within (hydrogen-bonded) chains both have an
■%

effect on the average H -"0=C  angle o î tmns-mnidc--’tmns~miidG hydrogen-bonds. This is
is

most marked with multiple hydrogen-bonding, where a reduction o f around 14° is 

observed when comparing single to multiple hydrogen-bonding. This is observed |

independently o f whether the occurrence is within, or outside of, chains. Occurrences ||

within chains show an increase o f around 5° compared with those outside o f chains,

independently o f multiple or single hydrogen-bonding. Highest values (H---0=C >150°) |

are observed when the trans-mnidQ is both within a chain and accepts only a single 

hydrogen bond. In the small number o f occurrences where the trans-miidQ  is not within a

chain and accepts multiple hydrogen-bonds, the average H -0=C value is 133°.

For N-H -0=C hydrogen-bonds the average H -0=C angle is affected by both multiple §

hydrogen-bonding and ring motifs. W hen multiple hydrogen-bonds are excluded, the 

average H---0=C angle rises to 138° fi*om 126°; this 12° difference is similar to the 14°

seen for tmns-amidG"-imns-amide hydrogen-bonds. When ring motifs are excluded, this 

rises further, to 141°. Three-centered hydrogen-bonds, which occur in significant numbers

in the N-H "0=C, but not the trans-amid&"'tmns-amidG, hydrogen bonds, are associated

with low average H--*0=C angles, although excluding them has little effect compared to 

the other factors.

The average value o f H -0=C o f the trans-amidG'^’trans-amidQ hydrogen-bond (149°) is 

15° higher than that o f the more general N-H -0=C hydrogen-bond (134°). Some o f this 

difference is accounted for by the obseiwation that a greater proportion o f N-H'-*0=C
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(26%) than trans-am\àG--trans-am\àQ (9%) hydrogen-bonds exist in multiply 

hydrogen-bonded situations. Independently o f  multiple hydrogen-bonding (i.e. in 

comparison both o f cases with multiple hydrogen-bonds, and o f cases without multiple

hydrogen-bonds) the average value o f in trans-a\iddQ-''trans-amidG

hydrogen-bonds is about 12° higher than in N-H -0=C hydrogen-bonds. Hydrogen-bonded 

chains in the trans-amidG'-trans-amidG, and ring motifs in the N-H -0 = C , hydrogen-bonds 

both contribute to this difference. However, in the absence o f  multiple hydrogen-bonds,

hydrogen-bonded chains, and ring motifs, a 5° difference in the average H -"0=C  angle 

remains.

The average N- H O angle is consistently at values around 158° across subsets, with the 

only exception being the 3-centered hydrogen-bonds. Values as high as 158° are 

consistent with a preference for linearity, as discussed in relation to Figures 3 .le  and 3 .If.
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H Ô=C angle of various hydrogen-bond subsets

I
N-H O angle of various hydrogen-bond subsets

overall (1731) 
in chain (1337) 
not in chain (384) —
>1 h bond to C=0 (153)
>1 h-bond to C=0, in chain (117)^ 
>1 h-bond to C=0, not in chain (36) 
1 h-bond to C =0 (1301)
1 h-bond to C=0, in chain (1156)

I 1 h-bond to C =0, not in chain (335) 
3-centercd (34)
1 h-bond to C=0, not in chain, not 3 -centered (316) 

I

overall (13825) 
not ring m otif (10776)
>1 h-bond to C=0 (3540)
1 h-bond to C=0 (8094)- 
1 h-bond to C=0, not ring m otif (6549)
3-centered (1877)
1 h-bond to C =0, not ring motif, 
not 3 -centered, not trans-amide--trans-amide (3553) 

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

N-H--0=C

trans-amide—trans-amide

Figure 3.3. H - 0=C and N-H - O angles of various hydrogen bond subsets. Average values are 
shown, with 95% confidence intervals. Light grey bars represent values for occurrences with 
multiple hydrogen bonds (where the 0=C accepts more than 1 donor). Clear bars represent values 
for hydrogen-bonds from the subsets of structures containing only occurrences with single
hydrogen-bonds. The annotations 'not ring motif, 'not fmm-amide - fra/zj-amide', 'not in chain', 
and 'not 3-centered' indicate hydrogen-bonds that occur within the subset of structures that do not 
contain these features; 'in chain' refers to hydrogen-bonded chains. The number of occurrences in 
each subset are shown in parentheses.
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3.3.8 Other Aspects of inter-amide geometry

The geometry o f the two trans-dmido, groups (p and q in Figure 3.4), relative to each other, 

in the hydrogen-bonded system (where the N-H o f p  is hydro gen-bonded to the 0= C  o f q) 

was also considered. In addition to the hydrogen-bond parameters already described, thi'ee 

additional parameters were measured (indicated in Figure 3.4), the torsion angle Fcncn 

describing the rotation o f the C-N bond o fp  relative to the C-N bond o f q, the angle

H--C-N made by the hydrogen atom o fp  with the C-N bond o f q, and the angle O "N-C 

made by the oxygen acceptor atom o f q with the N-C bond o f p.

C

O O  N -Cc
CNCH

C H

P  ( I

F ig u r e  3 .4 . Parameters describing the orientation of the trans-^midQ—trans-^midQ 
hydrogen-bonded system. The two trans-oxmdQ groups are labelled p  and q. The torsion angle
Tcncn» the angle H--C-N, and the angle 0--N-C are indicated.

Tcncn provides an indication o f the systems deviation from planarity, and also o f whether 

the C-N bonds are considered syn or anti relative to each other about the hydrogen bond. 

The co-planar arrangement in Figure 3.4 has the anti configuration, with Tcncn o f 180°. 

The distribution o f the modulus o f Tcncn is shown (Figure 3.5a). Allowing a 20° deviation

from planarity, 28% o f the trans-miide"'trans-mmdQ  hydrogen-bonds had anti Tcncn, and 

18% were syn. The sharp peak at 180° occurs because many o f these Tcncn values are 

precisely 180° due to being interactions between symmetry-related molecules fi'om

different unit cells with an • • ( • a - ) r ”  arrangement; they make up 58% o f the anti 

hydrogen-bonds.
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H- Ô= C

h
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OfNlV OO
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C - O

: J
Figure 3.5. Geometry of /ra«5-amide—̂ ra«5-amide hydrogen-bonded system, (a) distribution of
the torsion angle 7c n c n > and (b) plot of H C-N against H 0=C, for ail occurrences, (c-j) various 
plots and distributions for anti TcNCN on the left (c, e, g, and i) and syn Tcncn on the right (d, f, h, 
and j). (c) and (d) distributions of H -C-N. (e) and (f) plots of H- C-N against C O distance, (g) 
and (h) plots of O N-C against C - O distance. (!) and (j) distributions of H- 0=C.
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The H-••C-N (and also the 0---N-C) angle indicates the deviation o f the hydrogen-bond

from linearity. In the planar, or near planar, aiTangement, the H^^^C-N angle gives the 

direction o f the deviation from linearity, as movement across the plane gives values either

greater or less than 120°. In this context it is a more useful measure than H'^-0=C or

N " ’0=C  because, for these parameters, values of less than 180° are ambiguous in terms of 

the direction o f deviation frrom linearity across the plane. It can be seen (Figure 3.5b) that,

starting from a linear arrangement with o f 120° and H' -O^C o f 180°, a change o f

10° in H '-C-N approximately correlates with a 20° change in H ^'0=C. In the planar, or 

near planar, arrangement, rotation o f trans-mm&Q q about an axis perpendicular to the

plane, relative to p , also affects H - C-N. The distribution o f H-•C-N for the anti Tcncn 

occurrences was multimodal with one major peak above 120°, one below 120°, and a less 

pronounced peak at around 120° (Figure 3.5c). The syn Tcncn occurrences had a normal

distribution o f H---C-N (Figure 3.7d) with an average of 133° (sd 10.8°). Typical examples 

o f the tliree anti Tcncn orientations, and of.s'yw Tcncn are seen in Figure 3.6.
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C

\
VrV

Figure 3.6. Examples of chains of /ra«^-amide - 7ra«s-amides with different orientations, (a-c)
examples o f anti rcNCN' (a) H C-N angle below 120° (CSD refcode: VACROG); (b) H C-N
angle near 120° (refcode: HEVJUN); (c) H C-N angle above 120° (refcode: ACALAR). (d) 
example of syn T^cN (refcode: GLYGLY). Hydrogen bonds are indicated
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Both the H---C-N and O N-C angles correlate with C O, the distance from the carbonyl 

carbon o fp  to the oxygen o f q. In the case o f H--C-N, this is a positive correlation for anti 

Tmm (Figure 3.5e) and a negative correlation for syn Tcncn (Figure 3.51). Correlation with 

the O N-C angle is tighter and is positive for both anti Tcncn (Figure 3.5g) and syn Tcncn 

(Figure 3.5h). The high values o f H--C-N and low values o f O - N-C observed for syn

Tcncn correlate with a preference for low C O distances, giving an average C O o f 3.76Â 

(sd 0.2), suggesting a preference for geometry that maximises the strength o f the 

favourable electrostatic interaction between the two carbonyl groups.

The distributions o f H --0=C  for anti Tcncn (Figure 3.5i) and for syn Tcncn (Figure 3.5j) are 

also shown. Both cases have the high H - 0= C  angles observed for all 

/ra/z5-amide--^ra«5-amide hydrogen-bonds, however the average for anti Tcncn is higher 

(156.55°; sd 13.1) than that observed for5>^« Tcncn (148.72°; sd 13.4).

Overall C O distances for the trans-?tm\dQ-"trans-2im\éQ hydrogen-bonds average 3.81Â 

(sd 0.2), although the distribution is multimodal (Figure 3.7). The majority (1492; 86%) 

are below 4Â, and so meet the criteria used in chapters 5 and 6 to identify 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between trans-amides.

C-O

Figure 3.7. Distribution of C O distance for trans-amide—trans-amide hydrogen-bonded 
systems.
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3.3.9 Internal geometry of the ^mw5-amide group

The average internal geometries o f trans-amides in the CSD are given in Table 3.6, along

with values for the subset that make trans-amide-'trans-amide hydrogen-bonds, and for 

those that do not. Values for the full set are shown schematically in Figure 3.8. The 

internal geometry o f structures in the hydrogen-bonded subset was not found to differ 

significantly from the full set o f  ̂ raiî.s'-amides, or from trans-amides that occurred in the

subset o f structures that did not contain trans-amide'-trans-amide hydrogen-bonds. The 

distributions o f all internal parameters were unifonn except for two: the N-Cc distance, and 

the Cb-N-Cc angle. These had bimodal distributions that, when plotted against each other, 

show distribution o f data points in two nearly distinct clusters (Figure 3.9). These clusters 

represent two distinct internal geometries, possibly resulting from differences in the effects 

o f aromatic or aliphatic substituents on the carbon atom (C J.

121.0(2/
1.228(0.01) 

122.9(2)

m . 4 ( 3 y f  ^ — j j

117.6(4)"
. 0

Figure 3.8. Internal geometry of the trans-amide group. Average values for bond lengths (Â), 
angles, and torsion angles are shown from 5343 structurally distinct occurrences within the CSD. 
The standard deviation, to one significant figure, of each parameter is given in brackets, except for 
the two torsion angles where the R bar value (more suitable for circular data; see Allen & Johnson, 
1991) is given instead. The N-H bond length is a default normalisation value (see Materials and 
methods). The carbon atoms are labelled a, b, and c, for ease of reference.
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Table 3.6. Internal geometry of the trans amide group. Mean values and standard deviations are 
given for each parameter for the full set of trans-amides, the hydrogen-bonded subset, and the 
non-hydrogen-bonded subset, except for torsion angles (where the R bar value is given instead). 
Subset size is the number of structures that contain one or more occurrence(s) from that subset. N  
is the total number of trans-amide groups that occur within the given subset.

Full set o f  trans-amides Hydrogen-bonded Non-hydrogen-bonded
Parameter Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd

bond lengths
N-H 1.009 N/A 1.009 N/A 1.009 N/A
N-Cb 1.340 0.02 1.337 0.02 1.343 0.02
N-Cc 1.445 0.03 1.447 0.02 1.441 0.03
Cb=0 1.228 0.01 1.229 0.01 1.227 0.01
Cb-Ce 1.513 0.02 1.510 0.02 1.512 0.02

angles
H-N-Cb 118.5 4 118.6 4 118.2 4
H-N-Cc 117.6 4 117.8 4 117.3 4
Cb-N-Q 123.4 3 123.1 2 123.8 3
N-Cb-C. 116.1 2 115.9 1 116.0 2
N-Cb=0 122.9 2 122.8 1 123.0 2
C.-Cb=0 121.0 2 121.3 1 121.0 2

torsion angles
QNCbC. 179.9 1 179.7 1 179.8 1
HNCbO -179.9 1 180.0 1 180.0 1

Subset size 
N

3077
5343

1245
2097

1832
2755

W 1 2 6 .0

U  1 2 3 .0

U  120.0

TroT o

111.0 -1------1----- 1------ f-— I----- r......................................—I----1----1—
1 .3 2  1 .3 4  1 .3 6  1 .3 0  1 .4 0  1 .4 2  1 .4 4  1 .4 6  1 .4 0  1 .5 0  1 .5 2  1 .5 4  

N-C, distance

Figure 3.9. Plot of Q-N-Cc angle against N-'-Q distance of trans-amide groups.
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4 Hydrogen-bonding between trans-2iimAt groups: steric accessibility

4.1 Brief introduction and outline

Comparison o f the findings o f previous studies shows that the geometry o f

trans-amidQ' • 'trans-amide hydrogen-bonds differs from that o f the general N-H--'0=C

case in that the angle H --0= C  made by the hydrogen with the accepting carbonyl group is 

more linear, averaging 148°, compared with an average o f 134° in the general case. The 

previous chapter elucidated three factors that together account for most o f the difference in
$

average H---0=C: a smaller proportion o ï trans~am\de carbonyl oxygens accept more than 1

one hydrogen-bond; general N-H-”0= C  bonds often occur in ring motifs with relatively I

constrained geometry and low H-”0= C  values (these cannot be formed by /rn«5-amides);

and chains o f hydrogen-bonds between trans-amides, with high H "0= C  values, often

extend throughout the crystal lattice. These factors were shown to be o f similar

importance. It is possible that the steric accessibility (SA) o f the carbonyl oxygen atom |

may account for the remaining difference in the average H -"0=C  values. ;|

I
5

This chapter is an investigation o f the SA o f the carbonyl oxygen atom o f the N-H- • -0=C
'y

hydrogen-bond, and o f the subset o f N -H --0=C  hydrogen-bonds o f the type |

trans-amide' • -trans-amide. It centers on a comparison o f the trans-amide-"trans-amide y

subset with the general case, in an effort to determine the degree to which SA has
I

influenced the average H -0=C angle. This work is dealt with separately because it 

involves the comparison only o f certain selected subsets from chapter 3, and the creation o f 

two new subsets, as explained in the materials and methods.
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4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Identification and analysis of hydrogen-bonds

This work is a continuation from chapter 3, and uses a number o f the subsets of different 

hydrogen-bonded interactions identified in that study. The definition of a trans-amide, the 

hydrogen bond definition, and the methodology for geometric analysis o f the 

hydrogen-bonds is also shared.

Conquest was used to create new subsets from the subset o f N -H’**0==C hydrogen-bonds

that were not trans-amide' • -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds, and from the subset o f

trans-amide-- -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds. Certain subsets characterised in chapter 3 

were chosen for this analysis. They were selected to reflect the tlrree factors that were

shown to affect the H- • -0=C  angle: the number o f hydrogen-bonds accepted by the

carbonyl oxygen atom; the occurrence of'ring ' motifs among the general N-H "0=C set; 

the occurrence o f hydrogen-bonded chains extending through the crystal lattice among the

trans-amide- - -trans-amide subset. Five subsets were chosen for both the N-H " 0= C  and

the trans-amide- --trans-amide subsets: ( 1) those where the carbonyl oxygen accepted only 

a single hydrogen-bond; (2) those accepting multiple (two or more) hydrogen-bonds; (3)

those occurring in 'ring motifs' (a subset o f the general N-H "0= C  subset), or in 

hydrogen-bonded chains extending through the crystal lattice (a subset o f the

trans-amide---trans-amide subset); (4) those not occurring in ring motifs or 

hydrogen-bonded chains; (5) those that had only a single hydrogen-bond and were neither 

in ring motifs nor hydrogen-bonded chains. Creation of the fifth subsets allowed

comparison o f N -H "0 = C  and trans-amide- - -trans-avmde hydrogen-bonds, while

accounting for the tliree previously identified factors that influence the H - • 0=C  angle.

Throughout the text and Figures 'N-H '0 = C  refers to the set o f hydrogen-bonds o f the

type N -H "-0=C (excluding trans-amide- - -trans-armde hydrogen-bonds), and

'trans-amide- - -trans-amide' to the set o f hydrogen-bonds that occur between trans-amide 

groups. These two subsets are further categorised into smaller subsets. The notation used
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to refer to these is as follows: '>1 h-bond' denotes subsets where the carbonyl oxygen 

accepts multiple hydrogen-bonds; '1 h-bond' denotes subsets where the carbonyl oxygen

accepts only a single hydrogen-bond; 'in ring' denotes N-H---0=C hydrogen-bonds within 

ring motifs; 'in chain' denotes trans-amide- ■ -trans-armde hydrogen-bonds within infinitely 

repeating hydrogen-bonded chains.

4.2.2 Calculation of steric accessibility (SA)

We wished to calculate the steric accessibility (SA) of the carbonyl oxygen atom from each 

hydrogen-bond, in the absence o f the hydrogen-bonded N-H group and any other 

inter-molecular contact. The VATM feature o f the program RPluto (Infantes & 

Motherwell, 2004) was used. This takes a probe o f a given radius (in this case, that o f a 

hydrogen atom, 1.2Â), and places it at random on the van der Waals surface o f the atom o f 

interest (in this case, the carbonyl oxygen). This random probe point placement is repeated 

a large number o f times (in this case, 6000) to cover the entire van der Waals surface and 

ensure statistical significance. The SA is calculated as the fraction o f probe points that do 

not intersect with another atom from that molecule. Atoms from neighbouring 

crystal-packed molecules are ignored, so the SA value is a measure o f accessibility to the 

‘free’ molecule, independent o f packing. It is estimated that the standard deviation o f SA 

for a sample o f 6000 point placements is 0.005.

SA values from RPluto were integrated into data from Conquest describing hydrogen-bond 

geometry. This facilitated statistical analysis using the Vista component of the Conquest 

package. Geometric parameters such as the H- • 0= C  angle could then be plotted directly 

against SA values, and comparisons made between the different subsets.

A software limitation of RPluto prevented SA calculation for oxygen atoms within crystal 

structures having more than 200 atoms per unit cell. This applied to a small number o f 

structures (60 structures from the N-H -0=C subset, and 19 fi'om the

trans-amide---trans-avmde subset), and explains why the numbers o f structures and 

hydrogen-bond occurrences for each subset given here differ from those reported in 

Chapter 3.
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4.3 Results & Discussion

The average H - 0= C  angle for each subset is given in Table 4.1. The full set o f 

N -H -"0=C hydrogen-bonds was separated into two subsets: those stmctures that contained 

hydrogen-bonds o f the type trans-amidQ- • -trans-aimde and those that did not. 'N-H -0=C' 

is used throughout the text to refer to the non- trans-amide-• -trans-amide subset rather than 

the full set o f N-H'--0=C hydrogen-bonds. Trans-amide-- - trans-amide hydrogen-bonds 

are 17° more linear at the oxygen atom than N-H--*0=C hydrogen-bonds. In cases where 

the carbonyl oxygen accepts only a single hydrogen-bond and where the hydrogen-bond 

does not occur in a ring m otif or in a hydrogen-bonded chain, the difference between 

trans-amide- --trans-amide and N-H "0=C drops to 7°.

The steric accessibility (SA) o f the carbonyl oxygen atom o f each hydrogen-bond was 

measured. The distributions (Figure 4.1) and averages (Table 4.1) o f SA values for the

subsets are shown. A direct comparison o f average H ”-0=C angle with average SA values

is provided in Figure 4.2. The average SA for the N-H 0= C  case was higher than that for

trans-amide---trans-amide. This con*elates with the difference in the average H -0=C

angle. The gi'eater SA o f the N-H -0=C oxygen atom seems to allow geometries with

lower H " 0= C  values to be adopted. The distributions o f SA for all subsets are unimodal

(except for N-H---0=C bonds that are not in ring motifs, where a bimodal distribution is 

observed) and tend to be skewed towards higher SA values.

There is a coiTelation o f SA with the number o f hydrogen-bonds accepted by the carbonyl 

oxygen. Carbonyl oxygens that accept more than one hydrogen-bond are more accessible

than those accepting only one. This also correlates with the H -0=C angle, where less 

linear geometry is obseiwed in cases o f multiple hydrogen-bonding.

Greater accessibility favours multiple hydrogen-bonding.

Carbonyl oxygens ofN -H  '0= C  hydrogen-bonds that are involved in ring motifs are more

sterically accessible than those that are not. Inflexible H-*0=C angles with lone-pair 

directionality are characteristic o f the ring motif. The lack o f flexibility is shown by the
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low standard deviation o f the average H --0 -C  angle o f ring m otif N-H-••0=C bonds 

(Table 4.1). The non-linear H---0=C angle requires high steric accessibility, and this is 

indeed observed.

Trans-armde- ■ -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds within hydrogen-bonded chains have a more 

linear H---0=C angle than those that do not, and for this reason we might have predicted 

lower average SA in those within chains, in keeping with the trend obseiwed thus far in

which the average H---0=C correlates inversely with average SA. However, the average 

SA for those within hydrogen-bonded chains is higher rather than lower. Therefore, it may 

be supposed that some other factor, possibly packing related, acts against SA to produce

more linear H---0=C angles for trans-arrvide- - -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds within 

hydrogen-bonded chains.
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T a b le  4.1. Average H '0=C angles and carbonyl oxygen atom steric accessibility values (SA) of
N-H”-0=C and trans-amide-'-trans-amide hydrogen-bonds. Overall values for the two sets are 
given, together with values for five subsets of each.

Parameters
Type of liydiogen bond Subset size N H---0” C (sd) SA (sd)

N-H-"0 = 0 8264 13544 134(17) 0.355 (0.09)

(>1 h-bond) 2268 3475 126(15) 0.404 (0.07)
(1 h-bond) 5996 7969 138(17) 0.329 (0.09)
(in ring) 1628 1870 124 (6) 0.398 (0.07)
(not ring) 6636 10549 136(18) 0.343 (0.09)
(1 h-bond, not ring) 4875 6432 141 (18) 0.317(0.09)

N-H---0=C (not 7038 11450 131 (16) 0.369 (0.09)

t?-ans-amide - - - trans-amide)

(>1 h-bond) 2095 3240 126(14) 0.410(0.06)
(1 h-bond) 4943 6360 135(17) 0.344 (0.09)
(in ring) 1620 1863 124 (6) 0.399 (0.07)
(not ring) 5418 8486 133 (17) 0.359 (0.09)
(1 h-bond, not ring) 3827 4837 138(17) 0.332 (0.09)

trans-amide" - trans-amide 1226 1674 148 (15) 0.274 (0.06)

(>1 h-bond) 127 150 136(16) 0.297 (0.05)
(1 h-bond) 1099 1453 150(15) 0.272 (0.06)
(in chain) 964 1334 150(15) 0.280 (0.05)
(not chain) 262 335 144 (16) 0.254 (0.07)
(1 h-bond, not chain) 238 295 145 (15) 0.252 (0.07)
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Figure continued.
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In ring In chain
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Figure continued.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 . Histograms of steric accessibility of carbonyl oxygen atoms of N-H - 0=C 
hydrogen-bonds, excluding ïra«5'-amide-"/ra/7.y-amide hydrogen-bonds (left-hand column: a , c , e, 

g , i, k ) and of /ra775-amide-”^ra«5-amide hydrogen-bonds (right-hand column: b , d , f , h , j .  I), (a  &  
b ) Overall sets; (c  &  d ) Cases where the carbonyl oxygen accepts multiple hydrogen-bonds; (e  &  1) 
Cases where the carbonyl oxygen accepts only a single hydrogen-bond; (g  &  h ) Cases where the 
hydrogen-bond occurs within a ring or chain; ( i &  j )  Cases where the hydrogen-bond does not 
occur in a ring or chain; (k  &  1) Cases where the carbonyl oxygen accepts only a single 
hydrogen-bond, and does not occur in a ring or chain.
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Figure 4.2. Histogram of average H- 0=C angles of N-H -0=C (excluding
/ra«5-amide---/ra«5-amide) and fra«5-amide--7 ran5-amide hydrogen-bonds and different subsets of
each. Average steric accessibility values are overlaid in line plot form. H 0=C values are given
on the left axis, steric accessibility values on the right axis. N-H - 0=C hydrogen-bonds and
associated subsets are grouped on the left, /raw^-amide-’/ran^-amide hydrogen-bonds and 
associated subsets are grouped on the right. The 95% confidence intervals of the values are given.
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To further study the effect o f SA on the H --0= C  angle, SA values were banded in

increments o f 0.05, and the average H---0=C angle was calculated for each band. 

Comparison was made between different subsets for each SA band. This comparison is

shown for the overall N-H "0= C  and trans~m\\àQ' • -trans-smidQ cases, for the two subsets 

where multiple hydrogen-bonding and ring motifs have been excluded, and also for the two 

subsets where multiple hydrogen-bonding, ring motifs, and hydrogen-bonded chains have 

been excluded (Figure 4.3).

A small number o f short polypeptides with intra-molecular hydrogen-bonds are present in 

the subsets examined. Carbonyl oxygens involved in these intra-molecular 

hydrogen-bonds tend to have very low accessibility for the formation o f inter-molecular

hydrogen-bonds. At very low values o f SA (less than 0.1), a low average H - 0= C  value is 

observed for all subsets. This is due to inter-molecular hydrogen-bonds to polypeptide 

carbonyl groups involved in intra-molecular hydrogen-bonds. These are not eliminated by 

the criteria for multiple hydrogen-bonding, as it specifies inter-molecular bonds. These 

occuiTences are not considered further.

The plot (in the range o f SA from 0.1 upwards) shows that for N -H ”-0=C hydrogen-bonds, 

there is a strong inverse coiTelation between SA and the H --0= C  angle. This suggests SA 

is an important factor in detennining H 0= C  angles. For ^m/i.j'-amide- • 'trans-dmi&Q 

hydrogen-bonds, there is also an inverse coiTelation, though the effect is weaker.

At the lower end o f the range (from 0.1 to 0.2) the average H -0 = C  angles are

approximately the same for both N -H --0=C  and ^mm-amide- • 'trans~?midQ 

hydrogen-bonds. It seems likely that low SA is the dominant or limiting factor here,

giving rise to consistently high H - 0 = C  angles. It appears that at low values SA is the

only factor required to explain the difference in average H --0= C  between N-H "0= C  and

trans-dmïéQ- • -^raw^-amide hydrogen-bonds. In this range error bars from all the sets 

overlap.
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At higher values o f SA (greater than 0.2) the H - 0 = C  angles decrease for N-H-**0=C. For

trans~dimi&Q' • 'trans-?cmi&Q the H-”0= C  angles also decrease, but less markedly. At these 

higher values o f SA, other factors are required to understand and explain the difference

between the average H-”0= C  angles o f N -H --0=C  and ^raws-amide* ••^raw^-amide 

hydrogen-bonds. The plot suggests that the influence o f SA overlaps to a large extent with

the influence o f ring motifs. H- ■ 0= C  angles for the set o f N-H*"0=C that are not ring

motifs are not very different from the full set o f N-H-*-0=C. The exclusion o f

hydrogen-bonded chains from the ?ra«5-amide- • -^raii^-amide set, and o f ring motifs from

the N-H "0= C  set, is sufficient to annul the difference in H --0= C  over almost the whole 

range o f SA values. The exclusion o f multiple hydrogen-bonding has the effect o f a

general increase in H* • •0=C angles, both for trans-dccaidQ-• -trans-mii&Q that are not within

hydrogen-bonded chains, and for N-H "0= C  that are not within ring motifs.
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5 Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between ^m/f^-amide groups: in the
CSD

5.1 Brief introduction and outline

An increased understanding o f interactions between trans-mmàQ carbonyls in proteins and 

in protein ligand-binding may be achieved by an analysis o f the geometry o f trans-dimiàQ 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in the CSD. The influence o f such interactions on the 

crystal structures o f small molecules in the CSD may to some extent be gauged by a 

comparison with what is observed in ketone carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in the CSD 

(Allen et al., 1998).

In this chapter, occun'ences o f interactions between trans-&xm&Q carbonyl groups in the 

CSD are identified, and their geometry is characterised. The study examines the 

proportions o f trans-wimàQ interactions accounted for by each o f the tliree motifs that were 

observed between ketones, and compares the geometry o f ketone carbonyl-carbonyl 

interactions with trans-d.m\dQ carbonyl-carbonyl interactions. It is found that, after 

exclusion o f  ̂ ran.s-amides that are hydrogen-bonded to other fra?75-amides, those 

remaining form carbonyl-carbonyl interactions with a propensity and geometric scatter 

strikingly similar to that observed for ketones.
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5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Database searches

Interactions between trans-amides were identified within the Cambridge Structural 

Database, as described in chapter 3 on hydrogen-bond geometry (see section 3,2.1). The 

definition o f the trans-amide and the criteria for hydrogen-bonds was also as described in 

section 3.2.1.

5.2.2 Characterisation of carbonyl-carbonyl interactions

Occurrences o f inter-molecular carbonyl-•-carbonyl (Figure 2.1b) interactions between 

trans-amide groups were identified and characterised using Conquest. Interactions where a 

hydrogen-bond existed between the two trans-amide groups were identified initially, then 

excluded (Figure 2.1a).

The carbonyl-•-carbonyl interaction criteria required that the distance from the first to the 

second carbonyl group was constrained to within 4Â: at least one o f C  ̂ and had to be 

within 4Â o f at least one o f C^ and 0 “̂. For each occurrence o f this, the search query 

specified a number o f other parameters (Figure 5.1a) to be calculated by the software: (a) 

the torsion angle, referred to as Tcoco, made by the four carbonyl atoms in the order 

C^=0^- • -C^=0"^; (b) the four angles, A l, A2 , A3, and A4. Output data for all parameters 

was analysed using the Vista statistics program (Bruno et al., 2002).

The carbonyl- -carbonyl interactions were categorized by application o f the same criteria 

used previously by Allen et al, (1998) to categorise contacts between ketone carbonyl 

groups into three m otif types (Figure 5.1b). The criteria defining the three m otif types was 

as follows: (antiparallel) the Tcoco torsion angle is equal to 0 " ± 2 0 ®; (parallel) Tcoco is 

equal to 180® ± 2 0 ®; (perpendicular) the larger o f the two values, A l and A3, is greater 

than 150®.
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The search query fragment is symmetrical such that angle A l and A2 can be interchanged 

with A3 and A4 respectively, depending on the arbitrary atomic numeration o f one 

carbonyl group as and O^, and the other as and as applied by the Conquest search 

procedure. For this reason, measurements o f angles A1-A4 for a given contact produce 

two possible sequences o f values, where A l is interchanged with A3 and A 2  with A4. 

Where necessary, the process o f categorisation and geometric analysis o f interactions takes 

this permutational symmetry into account.

..

....
o

..... c  o

■c::.:------o
b

Figure 5.1, Carbonyl--carbonyl interaction geometry, (a) Angle and torsion angle parameters of
carbonyl--carbonyl interactions. Angles A1-A4 are shown, and the torsion angle TFoco. The four 
atoms are numbered 1-4. (b) Three motifs identified previously among contacts between ketone 
carbonyls: (1) Antiparallel; (2) Parallel; (3) Perpendicular.
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5.3 Results & Discussion

O f 5343 unique trans amide groups in the CSD, 48% (2546) were involved in an

inter-molecular carbonyl-■•carbonyl interaction with at least one other unit. This analysis is 

concerned with the characterisation o f these interactions, with a view to discussion o f  their 

similarity to contacts between ketone carbonyl groups identified and characterised 

previously (Figure 5.1b; Allen et a l ,  1998). Apart from pro lines, all peptide bonds 

between the amino acids o f proteins are ^ra«j-amides, and relevance of these results in that 

context will also be considered.

The total number o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions located was 2393. These comprised all 

occurrences where at least one o f the four considered atom to atom distances (two carbon 

to oxygen, one carbon to carbon, and one oxygen to oxygen), was less than 4Â. 

Occurrences where only the carbon to carbon and/or oxygen to oxygen distance, and 

neither o f the carbon to oxygen distances, were less than 4Â, form a small proportion o f 

the total (14%; 331), and are unlikely to be energetically favourable due to the proximity 

o f atoms o f like charge. They have been omitted from further analysis. O f those left, a 

further 1492 (62%) are excluded as they are îrans-2im\àQ'''trans-iàmiéQ hydrogen-bonds 

(Figure 2,1a). This leaves 570 interactions that do not form îrans-2ixméQ‘-'trans-?imiàQ 

hydrogen-bonds and where (C-*‘0)min (defined as the smaller o f the two carbon to oxygen 

distances) is less than 4Â. The distribution o f (C"0)m,n, for all 2393 interactions, is

shown (Figure 5.2a). The average (C---O)min was 3.81Â (sd o f 0.3Â). This is longer than 

the average distance observed in contacts between ketone carbonyl groups, which was 

3.52Â (Baalham, 1996).
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Figure 5.2. Geometry of interactions between trans-amidQ carbonyl groups, (a) Distribution of 
(C---O)min for all carbonyl •••carbonyl interactions, (b) Distribution of ITcocol for interactions with 
(Ĉ  Ô)min less than 4Â. (c-f) Distributions of angles A1-A4 for interactions with (Ĉ  Ô)min less 
than 4A.
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The remaining 570 interactions are now considered in detail. The distributions o f the four 

angles, A1-A4, and o f |7coco| (the modulus o f the torsion angle Tcoco) are shown for these 

interactions (Figure 5.2b-f). The distribution o f |7coco| is similar to that observed for 

contacts between ketone carbonyl groups. It has two large peaks, one at 0° and one at 180°. 

The peak at 0° is particularly striking, and is due to occurrences where the two carbonyl 

groups are arranged antiparallel to each other. The total number o f antiparallel 

occurrences, defined as | Tcoco I <2 0 °, was 275. The majority (150; 55%) o f these were 

interactions between carbonyl groups from symmetry related molecules and had Tcoco o f 

precisely zero.

In a near-planar antiparallel arrangement with both C - 0  distances approximately equal, 

angles A1 and A3 have approximately equal values, as do angles A2 and A4. The degree 

o f  shear, or slippage, can be visualised by plotting one o f each pair against one o f the other 

pair, A1 against A4 is shown (Figure 5.3a). The distributions o f angles A1-A4 for the 

antiparallel interactions are shown (Figure 5.3b-e). These distributions are multimodal, 

but all have one particularly pronounced peak. This is around 97° for both A1 and A3 and 

around 84° for A2 and A4. This corresponds to a geometry identical to that observed in 

antiparallel contacts between ketone carbonyls. A typical example is shown (Figure 5.4a). 

The other peaks observed in the distributions o f A1-A4 are less pronounced, and no simple 

factors were identified that explained their occurrence. There are a substantial number o f 

interactions with A1 and A3 near 130° and A2 and A4 near 50°. Visual inspection 

revealed many o f these to occur in situations similar to what is found in protein p-sheets.

In p-sheets, 'ladders' o f hydrogen-bonds exist between polypeptide strands, with 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between carbonyl groups o f adjacent 'rungs' and opposing 

strands. The interactions described here with A1 and A3 near 130° and A2 and A4 near 

50° were often similar to a single, isolated, example o f the type o f carbonyl-carbonyl 

interaction found in p-sheet. They have only one or two hydrogen-bonds rather than the 

extended pattern o f hydrogen-bonds definitive o f protein p-sheet. The majority o f these 

interactions do not occur in polypeptides, so could not form the extended pattern in any 

case.
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Figure 5.3. Geometry of antiparallel carbonyl ••■carbonyl interactions, (a) Plot of angle Al against 

A4, (b-e) Distributions of angles A 1-A4.
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Figure 5.4. Examples o f antiparallel and parallel interactions between tra«j-amide carbonyl 
groups, (a) Antiparallel interaction from CSD structure MPROLAIO. The two groups are 
symmetry related (T c o c o  = 0 °). Both C O  distances are 3 .17Â. Angles AI and A3 are both 83°, 
A2 and A4 are both 97°. (b) Parallel interaction from CSD structure JUDZEN. Tcoco is 176°,
(C 0)min is 3.70Â, maxi 3  is 1 1 1 °, and mini 3  is 38°.
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The second peak in the distribution o f |7coco|, at 180°, is due to occurrences where the 

carbonyls are in a highly sheared parallel arrangement. Taking the parallel interactions to 

be those with |7coco| >160, there were a total o f 98. Due to the permutational symmetry 

issue described in the Materials and methods (section 5.2.2), direct analysis o f angles 

A1-A4 is not useful for these interactions. Instead, permutational symmetry is dealt with 

by taking the two permutationally equivalent pairs o f angles (A1 is equivalent to A3, as is 

A2 to A4), and re-assigning the lower value from each pair to the new parameters m ini,3 

and mini,4, and the higher value from each pair to the new parameters max 1,3 and max2,4- 

The geometric descriptors can be simplified further by taking the average o f the two lower 

values (mini , 3  and mini,4), to produce miuave, and likewise for the two higher values to 

produce maxave- The plot o f maxave against minave (Figure 5.5) allows the geometry and 

degree o f shear exhibited by the parallel interactions to be visualised. The average values 

o f minave and maxgve were 39° and 117° respectively (Table 5.1). This corresponds to a 

more sheared arrangement than that found in parallel interactions between ketone 

carbonyls, where these two values are 49° and 99° respectively. A typical example is 

shown (Figure 5.4b),

:.y

I

max.

Figure 5.5. Geometiy of parallel carbonyl-’-carbonyl interactions. Plot of maxgve against ming
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A perpendicular motif, defined previously in an analysis o f ketone carbonyl-••carbonyl 

contacts (Allen et al., 1998), was used there to group together contacts where the approach 

o f the oxygen o f one ketone carbonyl group to the carbon o f another approximately 

described a Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory with O-••C=0 o f 100-110°. There are 42 ?ra«5-amide 

carbonyl- - carbonyl interactions that meet the criterion for this perpendicular arrangement. 

The same correction for permutational symmetry as was applied for the parallel 

arrangement, creating min and max values from the A1-A4 parameters, is also applied 

here. The criterion for the perpendicular arrangement requires that max 1,3 >150°. This 

allows overlap with the antiparallel and parallel arrangements as they are defined using the 

Tcoco torsion angle solely. Therefore, antiparallel and parallel arrangements with max 1,3 

>150° will also meet the criteria for the perpendicular arrangement. In the ketone analysis, 

overlap was minimal and precedence was given to the perpendicular classification. 

However, max 1,3 for parallel interactions between ?ra«5 -amides is distributed towards 

higher values than for ketones. As a result, many o f the interactions with max 1,3 >150° 

have low values o f mini,3, more in keeping with the parallel arrangement than the 

perpendicular. For this reason, the parallel classification is given precedence here. The 

parallel arrangement accounts for 11 o f the 42 interactions with max 1,3 >150°, the 

remaining 31 are considered to be o f the perpendicular type.

The perpendicular interactions have average geometry similar to that observed for 

perpendicular contacts between ketones (Table 5.1). There is considerable spread in the 

distributions o f the geometric descriptors, particularly m ini,3 and max2,4 . This is visualised 

by plotting mini,3  against max 1 , 3  (Figure 5.6a) and max2,4 against min2,4 (Figure 5.6b). The 

spread o f these distributions may be due to the lack o f a Tcoco torsion angle constraint on 

the perpendicular arrangement, so the carbonyl groups do not have to be in the same plane.
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The proportions o f trans-?imiào carbonyl• • - carbonyl interactions accounted for by the 

antiparallel, parallel, and perpendicular arrangements, together with the average geometry 

o f these arrangements, are given in Table 5.1. The majority (70%) o f the trans-mmàQ

carbonyl---carbonyl interactions that are not integral to a hydrogen-bond, and have 

(C- - -O)mm <4Â, are accounted for by these three arrangements. O f the 2062 ^mn^'-amide 

carbonyl--• carbonyl interactions that have (C'--O)mm <4Â, only 166 (8 %) neither occur 

within a ?ra«.y-amide---^ran.ï-amide hydrogen-bond, nor are in an antiparallel, parallel, or 

perpendicular an'angement. It should be noted that each trans-dccmàQ carbonyl group may 

be making one or more hydrogen-bonds with other non-/raw5 -amide groups, but such 

occurrences are not considered in this analysis. The geometry o f the antiparallel, 

perpendicular, and parallel interactions, as found for contacts between trans-miiàQ  

carbonyls, is shown, compared with that found for contacts between ketone carbonyls 

(Figure 5.7).
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Table 5.1. Numbers (AO and average angles (Al-4) of antiparallel, parallel, and perpendicular 
interactions between /ra«5'-amide carbonyl groups. The total number of non-hydrogen-bonded 
interactions with (C...O)min < 4Â was 570. The percentage of this number accounted for by each 
of the categories is shown. Permutational corrections are applied to the angle parameters of the 
parallel and perpendicular interactions such that: average values for the pair of angles A1 and A2, 
and the pair A3 and A4, of the parallel interactions, are identical as they are averages of maxgve and 
minave respectively; average values given for A1-A4 for the perpendicular interactions are averages 
of mini,3, miD2,4, max],3, and max2,4, respectively.

Description N Percentage of Average Angles(°)
of interaction total 570 (%) A1 A2 A3 A4

(sd) (sd) (sd) (sd)
Antiparallel 275 48 99 81 99 81

(21) (22) (22) (20)
Parallel 98 17 117 117 39 39

(23) (23) (15) (15)
Perpendicular 31 5 70 18 160 97

(28) (7) (5) (30)

ketone

M ^96.5“
83,5°

...

t-amide

98.8°

 "•‘»m

98 .8°

..
117.2°

97 .2°

159.7

68, r

.....

97 ,3 ° ;

159. 9°

69 .8°

Figure 5.7. Comparison of antiparallel, parallel, and perpendicular 
interactions of ketone carbonyl groups with those of trans-amidQ carbonyl 
groups. Average geometries of ketone interactions (left) and trans-amidc 
interactions (right) are shown, (a) Antiparallel; (b) Parallel; (c) Perpendicular.
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6 Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between trans-ümide group: in the

PDB

6.1 Brief introduction and outline

Protein studies suggest the importance o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions, particularly in 

repetitive structure such as a-helix and p-sheet, but also in side-chain to main-chain 

interactions. The previous chapter showed that, in the CSD, carbonyl-carbonyl interactions
;|

are important between trans-miidQS, Compared to those found between ketones, they have

similar geometry, and the antiparallel m otif is still prevalent. Taking this evidence

together, it seems worthwhile to analyse the frequency and geometry o f carbonyl-carbonyl |

interactions in proteins, and determine whether their geometry is similar to that found in

the CSD. To place them in the context o f other protein structure features, information was

gathered about their secondary structure and hydrogen-bonding environment.

Interactions between main-chain carbonyl groups in a subset o f 454 chains from the PDB 

are identified. For each carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, its geometry, secondary structure, 

and nearby hydrogen-bonding, are considered. The interactions are categorised by the 

separation (in sequence) o f the two interacting residues. For each separation, geometry is 

used to distinguish different motifs. The three motifs present in ketone and trans-amidc 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in the CSD are not found to be representative o f the 

geometries present in the PDB. However, other carbonyl-carhonyl interaction motifs are 

observed. They occur in a variety o f situations with respect to secondary structure and 

hydrogen-bonding, and are prevalent at the C-termini o f a-helices.

The C-terminal end o f the helix has been studied extensively in the context o f helix 

‘capping’ (reviewed by Aurora & Rose, 1998). The C-terminus is defined as where the 

helix hydrogen-bonding pattern ends. This leaves exposed carbonyl oxygens that must be 

hydrogen-bonded by other, non-repetitive, structural conformations. A common type o f 

C-tenninal ‘cap’ is the Schellman loop (Schellman, 1980; Milner-White, 1988). Another 

cap involves a proline residue at the end o f the helix. This was first documented by 

Aurora & Rose (1998), but pro lines were already known as “helix breakers” (Richardson,

1981). Here it is found that carbonyl-carbonyl interactions contribute to the stabilisation
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o f both o f these capping confonnations. Furthermore, a hydrophobic interaction within 

many Schellman loops (identified by Aurora & Rose; 1998) is often stabilised by a 

favourable carbonyl-carbonyl interaction.
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6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Data collation and analysis

In collaboration with Zoe Gokhale, a Bioinfonnatics masters student at the University o f 

Glasgow (2003), a Perl program was created to identify carbonyl-carbonyl interactions 

among the dataset described in section 6 .2 .2 , applying the criteria described in section

6.2.3. It also calculated distance and angle measurements, collated secondary structure 

information, and carried out Lennard-Jones energy calculations, all o f which are described 

in the following sections. The program generated a single output file suitable for the Vista 

statistics program (CCDC, 1994; Bruno et aL, 2002). Vista was used for statistical 

analysis, plot preparation, and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

6.2.2 Dataset

A dataset o f 500 PDB files was obtained from the kinemage website (Lovell et aL, 2003; 

http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu). The resolution o f chains in this set is 1.8Â or better, 

clashscore (for atoms with B-factor < 40) is less than 22 per 1000 atoms (see Word et aL, 

1999, for clashscore definition), fewer than 1 0  per 1 0 0 0  atoms have main-chain bond 

angles (including those formed by Cp) > 5 standard deviations from Engh & Huber 

geometry (Engh & Huber, 1991), and hydrogen atoms have been added using the program 

Reduce (Word et aL,1999).

Blastp (Altschul et aL, 1990 & 1997) was set up locally and used with default settings to 

identify cases where two structures had more than 30% sequence identity. In such cases, 

the structure with lower resolution was removed. A further 16 were removed due to 

irregularities in PDB file helix and sheet annotation, leaving a final set o f 454 protein 

chains.
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6.2.3 Carbonyl-carbonyl interaction criteria and geometric descriptors

Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions were defined as occurrences where an atom o f a carbonyl 

group was within 4Â o f an atom o f another carbonyl group. The residues o f each o f the 

two carbonyl groups were labelled i and j, with i being the first by sequence number. The 

sequence separation was defined as j-i.

The dataset was comprised o f single chains, so no inter-chain interactions were present. If 

the interaction occurred within a helix or sheet it was ignored. Such cases were identified 

by checking whether residues i and j were both included in the same element in the HELIX 

or SHEET annotation o f the PDB file. Additionally, if  there was a mainchain-mainchain 

hydrogen-bond between i and j, the interaction was ignored (see hydrogen-bonding section 

6.2.4).

Much o f the analysis concerns data on local residues, specifically residues i-1 to i+2 and 

j-1 to j+2. Interactions were ignored in the small number o f cases where a nonstandard 

amino acid type occurred within either o f these ranges. Nonstandard amino acid types 

were defined as those with a PDB amiotation that was not one o f the twenty standard 

three-letter codes.

For each carbonyl-carbonyl interaction the carbonyl atoms o f residues i and j were labelled 

and and and respectively. A number of geometric parameters were measured:

(a) the distances C ’- • 0 \  C^- ■ 'O ^ C' • • O^- ■ -O'*, O^- ■ -H, O"' ■ -H, O^- • -N, and O"-• -N

(where H and N  are from the peptide unit o f the opposing residue); (b) the torsion angle,

Tcoco, made by the four carbonyl atoms in the order (c) the four angles,

A l, A2, A3, and A4. Tcoco and the angles A1-A4 are shown (Figure 6.1).
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6.2.4 Hydrogen-bond criteria and local hydrogen-bonding patterns

The program HBPLUS (v 3.0; McDonald & Thornton, 1994) was used to generate files 

containing information on all hydrogen-bonds present in each chain. Hydrogen-bonds 

were defined by the criteria described in section 3.2.1.

For the two residues (i and j) o f each carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, data on local 

hydrogen-bonding was obtained as follows: the presence o f hydrogen-bonds between the 

carbonyl o f i with the N-H o f residues j-1, j, j+ 1 , and j+2 was checked for (and vice versa 

for j with i-1, i, i+1, and i+2). Two bit-strings o f length three (the first bit-string for bonds 

made by the carbonyl o f i, and the second for those o f j) were returned such that, for 

example, 0 0 1 - 1 0 0  represents the presence o f i to j+ 2 , and j to i-1  bonds, but no others. 

Thus, the top-left interaction in Figure 6.9 would return the bit-strings 001-010. These bit- 

strings are used in Tables 6.4 and 6 .6 . Interactions with hydrogen-bonds o f type i to j+1 or 

j to i+1 were eliminated from further analysis as these are cases such as that in Figure 2.1a 

where the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction is likely to be secondary to the hydrogen-bond.
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6.2.5 Local secondary structure

The program DSSP (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) was used to generate secondary structure 

information on each chain. For each interaction, a single letter secondary structure 

annotation was retrieved for residues i-1 to i+2 and j-1 to j+2 to create two four-digit codes 

describing the local secondary structure. Two-digit codes, referring only to i, i+1 and j, 

j+1, were also created.

6.2.6 Ramachandran plot regions

For each interaction, residues i-1 to i+2 and j-1 to j+2 were ascribed a value from 1 to 4 

depending on the region o f  the Ramachandran plot they occupied. The regions 1 to 3 are 

indicated in Figure 6.2, region 4 being the remaining area. The boundaries are as follows: 

region 1 (P), -180 < (j) < 0, 50 < v|/ < 180 or -180 < v|/ < -135; region 2 (œr), -180 < (j) < 0, 

-135 < vg < 50; region 3 (œl), 10 < (j) < 125, -45 < vg < 90. Four- and two-digit codes were 

created for each interaction, as for the secondary structure data.

180

90

50

V 0 

-45

-135

-180
-180 010 125 180

Figure 6.2. Regions defined in Ramachandran plot annotation. Regions 1 to 3 are sometimes 
referred to in the text as the P, Œr, and at, regions, respectively.
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6.2.7 Energy calculations (Lennard-Jones)

The Leiinard-Jones potential was used to calculate a potential energy for each 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction. This method is used in most energy calculations in proteins 

(Maccallum et aL, 1995a, b). The calculation was limited to the four atoms (C \  O^, and 

o f the two carbonyl groups. A potential is calculated for each pair (i and j )  o f atoms

(in this case the carbon- - - carbon, oxygen- - -oxygen, and two carbon- ■ - oxygen pairs) and 

the final energy is the addition o f each potential. The potential is proportional to the 

distance between interacting atoms (r). It is broken into three components: a strong 

repulsive interaction (a function o f either 1/r^^ or 1/r^, in this case 1/r^  ̂ is used, this is 

justified by M accallum et al,, 1995b) between the van der Waals atomic cores; a weak 

attraction (a function of l/r'^) representing dispersion forces; and the electrostatic 

interaction (a function o f 1/r and o f the point charges (q) o f the interacting atoms). Partial 

charges were assigned from empirically derived values, as described by Lifson et a l  

(1979), and listed in Table 6.1.

For each pair, the energy { E ) = A i / / -  Q / /  + 332qiq)/r

where the constants A, C, and q, have the values in Table 6.1, r  is the distance between 

interacting atoms, and where Aÿ = (Ai Aj and Cÿ = (Q  Cj

Table 6.1. Constants (A and C) and partial charges (q) used in 9-6-1 Lennard-Jones potential, as 
derived by Lifson et al. (1979) using empirical refinement.

c 0
A 12500 45800

C 355 1410
q +0.46 -0.46

6.2.8 Principal Component Analysis

The four angle parameters, A1-A4, were subjected to Principal Component Analysis 

(PGA) to aid the process o f  categorizing interactions into distinct motifs. This was carried 

out using the Vista statistics program (CCDC, 1994; Bruno et al., 2002).
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6.3 Results & Discussion

6.3.1 Overall data

Interactions between main-chain carbonyl groups at least two residues apart were 

identified in a database o f  454 proteins. Those that occurred between residues in the same 

secondary structure element (a-helix or (3-sheet) were ignored. Cases where the N-H o f 

the peptide gi'oup o f one o f the interacting carbonyls was hydrogen-bonded to the oxygen 

o f the other interacting carbonyl (as in Figure 2.1a) were eliminated, as the 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction in such cases is likely to be secondary to the hydrogen-bond. 

Such occurrences are also eliminated in chapter 5, so this allows comparison o f the results 

from proteins with those from the small molecule database.

A carbonyl-carbonyl interaction was defined as any case where an atom o f one carbonyl 

group is within 4À o f an atom of another. There were 12,850 such interactions in the 

database. A measure o f electrostatic favourability was obtained using a Lennard-Jones 

potential, limited just to the four atoms o f the two interacting carbonyl groups. The 

geometry and local environment, in terms o f hydrogen-bonding and secondary structure, of 

each interaction was examined. The parameters, and the terms used to describe them, are 

explained in the Materials and methods section 6.2.

The distribution o f the energy for all interactions is shown (Figure 6.3.a). It has two peaks, 

at approximately 0 and -1 .5  kcal/mol. O f the 12,850 interactions, there are 54% where one 

o f the two carbon to oxygen distances is less than 4Â. The peak at -1 ,5  kcal/mol is 

populated almost exclusively by these, as shown in Figure 6 .3 .b. Those cases with carbon 

to oxygen distances greater than 4Â are responsible for the peak at 0 kcal/mol, as shown in 

Figure 6.3.C. This would be expected, as the favourable component o f the electrostatic 

interaction comes from the attraction between the carbon and oxygen atoms. It is also 

observed that the neutral interactions, that form the peak at 0 kcal/mol, fall into four 

clusters when the • -N and O^- - *N distances are plotted against each other (Figure

6 .3 .£ ) .  The plot o f ■ -N against O^- • *N for all occurrences (Figure 6.3 .d .)  shows these 

four clusters together with two other clusters, one with a relatively long O '^-'N  and short 

O^- ’ *N, and the other with short ■ -N and long O^- • -N. The two other clusters are
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prevalent in the plot o f • -N against O^- • -N for the favourable interactions (Figure

6.3.e,).
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6.3.2 Motif identification
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This section describes the identification and definition o f the different motifs. Initially, 

Principal Component Analysis (PGA) was applied to the four angles A1-A4, and the 

parameters generated were used to identify distinct motifs. However, it was found that the

two nitrogen to oxygen distances ■ • -N and • • -N) provided sufficient discrimination 

between clusters to allow categorisation based on these alone, with the added benefit that 

the distances could be more easily translated into meaningful descriptions o f the geometry 

than their PGA counterparts. Motifs are identified based on the occurrence o f clusters in

plots o f • -N against -N. The cut-off chosen for each cluster was based on visual 

inspection o f the plots. Although crude, this method was effective in discriminating 

between interactions occurring in a range o f distinct protein structural features, as 

evidenced in the m otif description section: 6.3.3. Images o f typical motifs, and parameters

describing each m otif are also presented in section 6.3.3. The range o f values o f * -N

and 0^ ' N  chosen to define each m otif are shown in Table 6.2, and boxes are marked on

Figures 6.4 to 6.8 showing each m o tifs  region of the • -N against 0 ^ -"N  plot.

A  distinction was made between sequentially proximate interactions, where the two 

residues were near to each other in sequence, and sequentially distant interactions between 

residues far apart in sequence. Separations o f 6 residues or less were considered 

sequentially proximate (sequence separation is defined as j-i where i and j are the residue 

numbers, and i is first in the sequence). This value was chosen because those with 

separations greater then 6 have similar geometry to each other, as is shown later in this 

section.
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Table 6.2. Motif definition. For each motif, its sequence separation, and the range of • -N and 
of 0 ^" 'N  used to define it is shown.

M otif Sequence separation 0'*" "N range (A) O^- • -N range (A)
1 2 5.0 6,6 2.5 4.0
2 2 3.0 5.8 4.5 6.5
3 3 6.1 7.5 2.5 4.2
4 3 4.3 6.3 4.5 6.5
5 3 4.5 6.1 2.5 4.2
6 4 6.1 7.5 2.5 4.2
7 4 3.2 6.1 4.5 6.3
8 5 5.0 7.5 2.5 4.0
9 5 2.8 6.5 6.3 4.8
10 >=6 5.0 6.25 3.9 5.0
11 >=6 5.0 6.25 5.0 6.25
12 >=6 3.9 5.0 5.0 6.25
13 >=6 3.9 5.0 3.9 5.0
14 >=6 5.0 7.5 2.5 3.9
15 >=6 2.5 3.9 5.0 7.5

Sequentially proximate interactions (residue difference <6):

The number o f sequentially proximate interactions was 6,579, 51% of the total. O f these,

1815 had a separation o f 2 residues. The plot o f • -N against N for these (Figure

6.4.a) shows two clusters. Each cluster was considered a separate motif, defined by the

ranges o f • -N and o f Ô * • -N shown in Table 6.2. Also shown is the carbonyl-carbonyl 

interaction energy plotted against the torsion angle, Tcoco (Figure 6.4.b). Again, this shows 

two clusters. Figures 6.4.c and d show the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction energy plotted 

against the torsion angle, T̂ oco, for motifs 1 and 2, respectively. It is apparent from Figures

6.4.C and d that the two clusters in Figure 6.4b  correspond to motifs 1 and 2.
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5  3 .0  3 5  4 0  4 5  5 D  5 5  B.O 6 5  7 .D  7 .5 -180 -120
0^"*N

M o tif  1 M o ti f  2

F ig u re  6.4. Definition of motifs 1 and 2. (a )  Plot of O'*- • -N against N for interactions with a 
separation of two residues. Boxes indicating defining regions for each motif are labelled with 
motif number, (b ) Plot of energy against Tcoco tor interactions with a separation of two residues, 
(c) and (d ) Plots of energy against Tcoco for motifs 1 and 2 respectively. Energy is in kcaPmol.
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A subset o f 3160 interactions featured a separation o f 3 residues. In this case tliree clusters

were observed on the plot o f • -N against • -N (Figure 6.5.a.). The clusters were

categorised as motifs 3 to 5, defined by the ranges o f • -N and of ■ -N shown in Table 

6.2. These tlrree motifs also represent different clusters on the plot o f energy against Tcoco 

(Figure 6.5.b-e.).
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15 5 0  5.5 6 0  6 5  7 0 7 '

0*”'N

%

CO -180 -IcO15*6 - 1?0

Motif 3 Motif 4 M otifs

Figure 6.5. Definition of motifs 3, 4, and 5. (a) Plot of • -N against Ô  - N for interactions 
with a separation of three residues. Boxes indicating defining regions for each motif are labelled 
with motif number, (b) Plot of energy against Tcoco for interactions with a separation of three 
residues, (c-e) Plots of energy against Tcoco for motifs 3, 4, and 5 respectively. Energy is in 
kcal/mol.
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The same process was followed for categorisation at sequence separations o f four and five 

residues, as described for two and three residues, where motifs are defined by clusters

observed in the plot o f • -N against -N. At a separation o f four residues, 845

interactions are found, and at five residues, 758 are found. Plots o f  • - N  against O^ - N 

are shown (Figure 6.6.a. and 6.7.a.). Motifs 6 and 7, were identified among sequence 

separations o f four residues, and motifs 8 and 9 among sequence separations o f five

residues. Ranges o f • -N and o f • -N for each m otif are shown in Table 6.2. Again, 

these motifs represent different clusters on the plots o f energy against Tcoco (Figure 6.6.b-d.

and 6.7.b-d.). A third cluster can be seen in Figure 6.7.a., with ■ -N and - N both at 

approximately 4.5 Â. The interactions populating this cluster are similar in character to 

those identified as m otif 12 among the sequentially distant interactions, and are analysed 

along with those (see below).
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Figure 6.6. Definition of motifs 6 and 7. (a) Plot of O'*- • -N against N for interactions with a
separation of four residues. Boxes indicating defining regions for each motif are labelled with 
motif number, (b) Plot of energy against Tcoco for interactions with a separation of four residues, 
(c-d) Plots of energy against Tcoco for motifs 6 and 7 respectively. Energy is in kcal/mol.
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Î.5 3.0 15 4jQ 4.5 SO SE 60 6.5 ?Û 7.5 _,go
0^"'N I)

M otifs Motif 9

Figure 6.7. Definition of motifs 8 and 9. (a) Plot of O'*- - -N against Ô - - -N for interactions with a 
separation of five residues. Boxes indicating defining regions for each motif are labelled with 
motif number, (b) Plot of energy against Tcoco for interactions with a separation of five residues, 
(c-d) Plots of energy against Tcoco for motifs 8 and 9 respectively. Energy is in kcal/mol.
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Sequentially distant interactions (residue difference > —6):

Beyond a sequence separation o f five, this factor becomes less important, and as a result

the distributions o f • -N against N  (and o f any other geometric parameters 

examined) are similar at different separations. Because o f this all the sequentially distant 

interactions were grouped together, and categorised into motifs 10 to 15, based on the six 

main clusters observed on the plot o f  - -N against O^ -N (Figure 6.8.a.). Motifs were 

defined by the ranges o f • -N and o f • -N shown in Table 6.2. Plots o f energy against 

Tcoco are similar for motifs 10 to 13 (Figure 6.8.c-f.), and for motifs 14 and 15 (Figure 6.8.g 

and h..). The cluster identified previously at a residue separation o f five is included among 

m otif 13.
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Figure 6.8. Definition of motifs 10 to 15. (a) Plot of O'* • -N against ■ -N for interactions with a 
separation of six or more residues. Boxes indicating defining regions for each motif are labelled 
with motif number, (b) Plot o f energy against Tcoco for interactions with a separation of six or 
more residues, (c-h) Plots of energy against Tcoco for motifs 10 to 15 respectively. Energy is in 
kcal/mol.
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A large proportion (1785; 37%) o f motifs 10-13 occur between strands that are 

hydrogen-bonded in the fashion found in p-sheets, but are not aimotated as p-sheet in the 

PDB amiotation (and are therefore not eliminated before analysis), either because they are 

at the end o f the sheet, or the length o f hydrogen-bonded contact between the strands is too 

short to he considered p-sheet. Local hydrogen-bonding patterns were used to identify 

these. They occurred in four types, each o f which were defined by two hydrogen-bonds, 

each made by one o f the two interacting carbonyls to an NH group on the opposing strand,

as shown (Figure 6.9a). The plots o f • -N against -N and o f energy against Tcoco for 

these interactions are shown (Figure 6.9 b and c.). The similarity o f Figure 6.9. c. with the 

relevant plots for motifs 10-13 (Figure 6.8 c-f.) can be observed.
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Figure 6.9. Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in p-sheet. (a) The four types of carbonyl-carbonyl 
interaction that occur within parallel (top two) and antiparallel (bottom two) p-sheet. Continuous 
grey lines indicate each carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, dashed lines show the defining 
hydrogen-bonds. Residues i and j for each interaction are marked (interacting residues are labelled 
i and j as described in the Materials and methods section 6.2.3). Similar geometry and hydrogen- 
bonding is found among the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motifs indicated in brackets, (b) and (c)
Plots o f against N, and of energy against Tcoco, respectively, for interactions with
hydrogen-bonding of the type found in p-sheet. Energy is in kcal/mol.
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6.3.3 Motif Description

Each m otif was examined in terms o f its average geometry, energy and local environment. 

The parameters measured are described in the Materials and methods section. The 

numbers o f each motif, together with the average energy, the torsion angle (Tcoco), and the 

four angles (A1-A4), are shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.5. The positions o f the two interacting 

residues on the Ramachandran plot, their secondary structure annotation, and a description 

o f local hydrogen-bonding, are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.6. Examples from each m otif 

are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The following text describes sequentially proximate 

and sequentially distant interactions.

Sequentially proximate interactions

The following text describes motifs 1 to 9 (examples shown in Figure 6.10), summarising 

Tables 6.3 and 6.4.

M otif 1 is a favourable interaction (in terms o f the energy o f the carbonyl-carbonyl 

interaction) that often occurs at the N-teiminal end o f a-helices. In 78% o f  cases residue j 

(sequentially the second o f the two interacting residues; interacting residues are labelled i 

and j as described in the Materials and methods section 6.2.3) is within an a-helix. In a 

smaller number o f cases, this m otif occurs at the beginning o f a hydrogen-bonded turn. 

This is essentially the same interaction as that occurring internally within many a-helices, 

between residues two apart in the sequence.

M otif 2 is usually unfavourable, and often occurs between the carbonyl o f a central residue 

o f a p-tum and the carbonyl o f the fourth residue o f the turn. The large proportion o f 

occurrences (43%) with both residues i and i+1 in region 2 o f the Ramachandran plot (an 

example is shown in Figure 6.10. M otif 2a) suggests that these p-tums are almost all type 

I. The rest o f the occurrences o f this m otif represent a varied range o f bends in the 

polypeptide chain. An example from the large number with residue i in the p region 

(region 1 in Figure 6.2.) o f the Ramachandran plot is shown (Figure 6.10. M otif 2b).
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M otif 3 is favourable and often occurs at the C-tenninal end o f  an a-helix. The 

hydrogen-bonding patterns found in these motifs reflects the different ways in which 

helices end. In 49% of cases residue i hydrogen-bonds to the N-H o f residue j, but not to 

the N-H o f residue j+2. A structure o f this type is shown in m otif 3a in Figure 6.10. In 

some cases a hydrogen-bond is formed with the N-H o f j+2, as in m otif 3b in Figure 6.10. 

In these cases the i to j hydrogen-bond may or may not be present, in m otif 3b it is not. 

M otif 3b is also known as a paperclip or Schellman loop. The favourable 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction contributes to the stability o f the paperclip/Schellman loop. 

Such loops are frequently observed at the C-termini o f a-helices.

M otif 4, like m otif 2, most ofren occurs in association with a P-tum (67% have a 

hydrogen-bond from the N-H of i to the carbonyl o f j), except that the carbonyl-carbonyl 

interaction in this case is between the carbonyl groups o f the two residues that form the 

P-tum hydrogen-bond. The interaction is unfavourable. A large proportion (52%) occur at 

the C-termini o f a-helices or 3/10-helices, and a proportion (22%) occur at the N-terminal 

start o f p-sheets.

M otif 5, like m otif 3, is a favourable interaction that often occurs at the C-termini o f 

a-helices. The majority o f these motifs (185; 52%) have a proline at j+1. An example o f 

this is shown in Figure 6.10. 5a. In 36% of cases there is a p-tum defined by a 

hydrogen-bond from the N-H o f j to the carbonyl o f i. As in the m otif 2 interactions, 

nearly all these p-turns are type I. An example is shown in Figure 6.10. m otif 5b.

Motifs 6 and 7 both occur primarily at the C-termini o f a-helices. It is interesting that no 

other significant data clusters were observed for carbonyls o f residues four apart in the 

sequence. These represent another way in which the helix can end. In the case o f m otif 6 

(shown in Figure 6.10. m otif 6), the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction is favourable, and 

residue j tends to lie in the aL region o f the Ramachandran plot (region 3 in Figure 6.2). 

For m otif 7 the energy o f the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction is close to 0 kcal/mol and 

residue j lies in the p region (region 1 in Figure 6.2).
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Motifs 8 and 9 have structural similarities to motifs 6 and 7, respectively. The 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction geometry is also similar, and again the motifs are found 

primarily at the ends o f helices. The difference is that residue i+4 in motifs 8 and 9 (which 

is residue j in motifs 6 and 7) now forms a hydrogen-bond with the carbonyl o f residue i, 

and the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction is now with residue i+5 rather than i+4.

Table 6.3. Geometry of sequentially proximate motifs. The Motif id, Sequence separation, and 
numbers (N), of each motif are shown, along with the averages and standard deviations of the 
carbonyl-carbonyl interaction energy (in kcal/mol), the Tcoco torsion angle, and the angles A1-A4 in 
degrees. *The Outliers in Tcoco were eliminated so that the distribution was restricted to a range of 
no more than 180°, to allow calculation of the mean and R bar values for circular data (Allen & 
Johnson, 1991).

M otif Seq. N Energy 'p * A1 A2 A3 A4
id sep. (sd) (Rbar) (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd)

1 2 503 -0.69 (0.3) -156.4(1.0) 113.0 (7) 130.8 (9) 29.6 (9) 47.1 (6)
2 2 1142 0.46 (0.8) 117.2 (0.8) 99.8(12) 51.2(9) 109.3 (8) 59.8 (16)
3 3 1115 -1.49 (0.3) 139.6(0.9) 151.6(13) 130.5(10) 36.6 (9) 17.9(11)
4 3 1492 0.79 (0.8) -169.3 (0.8) 148.0(16) 52.3(13) 109.6(13) 17.4(12)
5 3 359 -1.16(0.7) 63.3 (0.9) 128.7 (20) 88.7 (12) 80.7 (12) 47.7 (17)
6 4 209 -1.56(0.3) 100.1 (0.8) 144.7(15) 135.4(14) 35.6(12) 28.4(12)
7 4 458 -0.13 (0.8) 4.4 (0.7) 126.0 (24) 56.9 (16) 117.8(18) 51.8(20)
8 5 100 -1.32(0.6) -13.0 (0.8) 119.1(15) 126.1 (22) 52.1 (17) 56.8 (12)
9 5 522 -0.51 (0.7) 33.1 (0.9) 108.2(14) 53.1(11) 124.1(14) 65.6(14)
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Table 6.4. Local secondary structure o f sequentially proximate motifs. For all interactions, and 
separately for each motif type, the percentage of interactions where residue i and j are in a given 
region of the Ramachandran plot are shown, listed in order of frequency. In brackets, the most 
common i, i+1 and j, j+1 combinations are given. The preferences of i and j for different DSSP 
annotations are shown, 'na' indicates that DSSP has made no assignment; 'h-b turn' refers to 
hydrogen-bonded turn. The percentages of different patterns of local hydrogen-bonding for i and j 
are also shown. Each preference is only shown if it makes up greater than 10% of total for each 
motif type.

M otif i Rama j Rama i DSSP (%) j DSSP (%) H-bonds H-bonds to
id(N ) (region: %) (region: %) to i (%) j(%6)

All 1: 48% 1: 64% na: 26% na: 28% 000: 43% 000: 74%
(12850) (11:27%) (11:45%) a-helix: 22% P-sheet; 23% 010: 32% 010: 13%

(12: 19%) (12: 16%) p-sheet: 22% bend: 21% 001: 18% 001: 12%
2: 44% 2: 26% h-b turn: 11% h-b turn: 12%
(22: 34%) (22: 11%) 

(21: 10%)
bend; 10%

1 1: 70% 2: 94% na: 57% a-helix: 78% 001: 91% 000: 100%
(503) (12: 65%) 

2: 26% 
(22: 23%)

(22: 91%) bend: 13% 
h-b turn: 11%

h-b turn: 16%

2 2: 49% 1:92% h-b turn: 33% bend: 62% 000: 92% 000: 98%
(1142) (22: 43%) 

1:42% 
(12: 29%) 
(11: 10%)

(11:57%) 
(12: 29%)

na: 29% 
bend: 13%

na: 21%

3 2: 65% 2: 96% a-helix: 53% h-b turn: 56% 010: 49% 000: 100%
(1115) (22: 64%) 

1: 32% 
(12: 28%)

(23: 37%) 
(21: 31%) 
(22: 26%)

na: 25% 3/10 helix: 32% 001: 21% 
O il: 18% 
000: 12%

4 2: 51% 1: 97% na: 30% na: 37% 010: 67% 000; 89%
(1492) (22: 47%) (11: 67%) a-helix: 22% bend: 36% 000: 32% 010: 10%

1:44% (12: 28%) 3/10 helix: 20% P-sheet: 20%
(12: 29%)

5 2: 66% 1: 83% a-helix: 42% na: 41% 000: 57% 000: 94%
(359) (22: 64%) (12: 54%) na: 19% bend: 33% 010: 36%

1:32% (11:28%) h-b turn: 14% h-b turn: 10%
(12: 26%) 2: 16%

6 2: 70% 3: 67% a-helix: 65% na: 35% 010: 65% 000: 100%
(209) (22: 68%) (31: 59%) p-sheet: 15% h-b turn: 31% 000: 13%

1: 29% 2: 30% na: 12% bend: 25% 001: 12%
(12: 26%) (23: 15%) 

(22: 11%)
7 2: 66% 1: 88% a-helix: 52% na: 53% 110: 39% 000: 87%
(458) (22: 62%) (11:55% ) na: 21% bend: 27% 010: 30% 010: 13%

1: 30% (12: 29%) P-sheet: 10% 100: 16%
(12: 18%) 4: 11% 000: 15%

8 2: 86% 2: 78% a-helix: 57% na: 42% 010: 57% 000: 99%
(100) (22: 80%) (22: 42%) h-b turn: 16% h-b turn: 24% 000: 42%

1: 10% (21: 33%) 
3: 10%

3/10 helix: 10% 
na: 10%

a-helix: 15% 
bend: 16%

9 2: 88% 1: 96% a-helix: 81% na: 74% 010: 55% 000: 91%
(522) (22: 87%)

1: 11%
(11: 78%) 
(12: 17%)

bend: 12% 110: 22% 
000: 14%
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Motif 3a Motif 3b

Motif 5bMotif 5aMotif 4

Motif 6 Motif 7

Figure continued...
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M otifs Motif 9

Figure 6.10. Examples o f sequentially proximate carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motifs. Each 
interaction is indicated by a continuous black line. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen-bonds. Only 
main-chain atoms are shown (except for the proline side-chain in Motif 5a). The motif type, PDB 
id, and residue numbers for the interacting carbonyl groups are as follows; Motif 1, from ld2n, 
between carbonyl groups o f residues 585 and 587. Motif 2a, Hue chain B, 194 and 196. Motif 2b, 
Ihpm, 90 and 92. Motif 3a, 1531, 38 and 41. Motif 3b, Ihxn, 427 and 430. Motif 4, Igai, 296 and 
299. Motif 5a, Itoa chain A, 153 and 156. Motif 5b, 19hc chain A, 285 and 288. Motif 6 ,4xis, 79 
and 83. Motif 7, Iqnf, 24 and 28. Motif 8, 2gar, 183 and 188. Motif 9, IcbO, 156 and 161.
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More than 50% o f occurrences o f motifs 10-13 do not match the P-sheet hydrogen-bonding 

criteria shown in Figure 6.9a, yet they share the geometry o f occurrences that do. These 

are often cases where the p-sheet hydrogen-bonding pattern has been disrupted at the 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction. There are also occurrences unrelated to p-sheets. These 

inhabit a varied range o f secondary structures, and no distinct types could be isolated for 

separate examination.

Motifs 14 and 15 represent a range o f  interactions where one o f the nitrogen-to-oxygen 

distances is relatively short. These cases are often very weak hydrogen bonds, which have 

fallen outside the criteria used for hydrogen-bond definition. They inhabit a large range o f 

different Ramachandran plot geometries and secondary structure descriptors, with no 

distinct correlations emerging from the data. For this reason no examples o f motifs 14 and 

15 are shown in Figure 6.11.
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Sequentially distant interactions

:î

The following text describes motifs 10 to 15 (examples shown in Figure 6.11), 

summarising Tables 6.5 and 6.6.

Motifs 10 to 13 are dominated by interactions that occur near the ends o f p-sheets. It I
’ j

should be recalled that interactions between residues in the same secondary structure 

element are eliminated at an earlier stage o f the analysis. Secondary structure elements are 

defined by hydrogen-bonding patterns. The p-sheet interactions that dominate motifs 

10-13 are cases where one o f the two interacting residues is not considered part o f the 

P-sheet, because the hydrogen-bonding pattern ends before or at that residue. The 

examples shown in Figure 6.11 all occur at the ends o f p-sheets. It can be seen in each 

case that the p-sheet hydro gen-bonding pattern ends just above or below the 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction. They can be compared with the examples o f p-sheet 

hydrogen-bonding shown in Figure 6.9a.

1



M otif Seq. N Energy T c o c o * A1 A2 A3 A4
id sep. (sd) (R bar) (sd) (sd) (sd) (sd)

10 >=6 1060 0.02 (0.7) 28.7 (0.8) 124.2(14) 52.5(16) 124.0(18) 51.7(11)
11 >=6 1253 0.09 (0.6) 32.6(0.8) 125.3 (14) 51.2(12) 124.6 (14) 50.7(11)
12 >=6 1080 0.02 (0.7) 35.9 (0.8) 121.9(19) 50.5(13) 124.5(15) 53.3 (16)
13 >=6 1369 0.08 (0.8) 28.2 (0.8) 125.2(14) 51.0(14) 124.7(15) 50.6 (12)
14 >=6 598 -1.28 (0.7) § 139.6(18) 117.9(26) 51.2(23) 32.3 (18)
15 >=6 580 -1.24 (0.7) § 55.7 (26) 32.9(17) 140.2 (18) 113.6 (29)

t i

Table 6.5. Geometry of sequentially distant motifs. The Motif id, Sequence separation, and 
numbers (N), of each motif are shown, along with the averages and standard deviations of the 
carbonyl-carbonyl interaction energy (in kcal/mol), the Tcoco torsion angle, and the angles A I-A4 in 
degrees. *The Outliers in Tcoco were eliminated so that the distribution was restricted to a range of 
no more than 180°, to allow calculation of the mean and R bar values for circular data (Allen &
Johnson, 1991). ^Distributed across the full range of Tcoco, with peaks at 0° and 180°, so that the 
range could not be restricted to within 180°.
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Table 6.6. Local secondary structure of sequentially distant motifs. For ail interactions, and 
separately for each motif type, the percentage of interactions where residue i and j are in a given 
region of the Ramachandran plot are shown, listed in order of frequeney, hi brackets, the most 
common i, i+1 and j, j+1 combinations are given. The preferences of i and j for different DSSP 
annotations are shown, 'na' indicates that DSSP has made no assignment; 'h-b turn' refers to 
hydrogen-bonded turn. The percentages of different patterns of local hydrogen-bonding for i and j 
are also shown. Each preference is only shown if it makes up greater than 10% of total for each 
motif type. The percentages of motifs 10-13 with the same local hydrogen-bonding as found in 
p-sheet are indicated.

M otif i Rama j Rama i DSSP (%) j DSSP (%) H-bonds H-bonds to
id(N ) (region: %) (region: %) to i(% ) j(% )

10 1: 66% 1: 51% p-sheet: 47% na: 29% 001:48%  000:49%
(1060) (11: 55%) (11:42%) na: 20% P-sheet: 26% 000: 45% 010: 48%

2: 25% 
(22: 13%) 
(21: 10%)

2: 35% 
(21:23%) 
3: 11%

h-b turn: 15% 
bend: 15% p-sheet-like hydrogen- 

bonding (001/010): 32%

11 1:71% 1:76% p-sheet: 49% P-sheet: 52% 010: 58% 010: 52%
(1253) (11: 67%) 

(12: 10%) 
2: 22% 
(21: 10%) 
(22: 10%)

(11:59%) 
(12: 13%) 
2: 22%

na: 18% na: 21% 000: 38% 000: 43%

P-sheet-like hydrogen- 
bonding (001/010): 37%

12 1: 55% 1: 75% na: 33% p-sheet: 50% 000: 47% 000: 44%
(1080) (11:46%) (11: 60%) P-sheet: 25% na: 21% 010:44%  001:42%

2: 35% (12: 10%) bend: 16% bend: 10%
p-sheet-like hydrogen-(21: 19%) 2: 16% h-b turn: 11%

(22: 14%) bonding (001/010): 28%

13 1: 63% 1:72% P-sheet: 41% P-sheet: 44% 001:60%  001:61%
(1369) (11: 55%) (11: 64%) na: 25% na: 33% 000: 33% 000: 36%

2: 28% 2: 19% bend: 11% bend: 10% P-sheet-like hydrogen-
(21: 19%) (21: 13%) bonding (001/010): 46%

14 1:46% 1:47% na: 25% na: 39% 000: 61% 000: 97%
(598) (11: 30%) (12: 23%) bend: 22% bend: 18% 001:23%

(12: 12%) (11: 18%) P-sheet: 22% P-sheet: 14% 010: 16%
2: 43% 2: 38% h-b turn: 16% h-b turn: 13%
(22: 20%) (22: 19%) a-helix: 10%
(21: 17%) (21: 16%)

15 1: 50% 1: 57% na: 35% P-sheet: 30% 000: 90% 000: 69%
(580) (11:22%) (11:40%) P-sheet: 21% na: 28% 001; 19%

(12: 20%) (12: 10%) bend: 16% bend: 18% 010: 12%
2: 36% 2: 27% a-helix: 13% h-b turn: 14%
(12: 20%) (21: 13%)
(21: 11%) 3: 12%
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Motif 10 Motif 11

Motif 12 Motif 13

Figure 6.11. Examples of sequentially distant carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motifs. Each 
interaction is indicated by a continuous black line. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen-bonds. Only 
main-chain atoms are shown. The motif type, PDB id, and residue numbers for the interacting 
carbonyl groups are as follows: Motif 10, Idin, 30 and 116. Motif 11, laay, 135 and 144. Motif 
12, Imgt, 110 and 145. Motif 13, Ikoe, 142 and 304.
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6.3.4 Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions at the helical C-terminus

A suiprising finding is that seven o f the fifteen motifs identified are mainly found at the 

C-termini o f a-helices. These motifs (3 through to 9) occur at separations of tliree, four, 

and five, residues. Closer inspection o f the geometry shows similarity between some o f 

them. M otif 5 is different from the rest, but motifs 3, 6, and 8 are similar to each other, as 

are motifs 4, 7, and 9. This similarity is best demonstrated by comparison o f the ratio of

the C^ ' 0^ distance to the 0^ 0"̂  distance, shown in Table 6.7. The low ratio observed

for motifs 3, 6, and 8, shows a relative proximity o f the carbon to the oxygen, whereas with 

motifs 4, 7, and 9, the oxygen atoms are relatively close. As shown in Table 6.3., motifs 3, 

6, and 8, are, on average, favourable, and 4, 7, and 9, are slightly favourable or 

unfavourable.

Ignoring m otif 5, it appears that, for each residue separation from three to five, there are 

two main conformations that can be adopted by carbonyl-carbonyl interactions at this 

helical C-terminus location. An informative way to consider this is to look at residues i 

and j in m otif 8 (Figure 6.10. m otif 8.). The stmcture in which this m otif occurs also 

includes examples of motifs 6 and 3. The interaction between the carbonyl gi'oup o f 

residue i with that o f residue j-1 in m otif 8 is an example o f m otif 6 and, likewise, the 

interaction between the carbonyl o f  i with that o f j-2 is an example o f m otif 3. As an 

approximation, a 180° rotation o f the \\f angle o f residue j (taking it from the ar region o f 

the Ramachandran plot to the p region) transforms m otif 8 into m otif 9. Likewise, a 'flip' 

o f residue j-1 transforms m otif 6 into m otif 7, and o f residue j-2 transforms m otif 3 into 

m otif 4.

Motifs 8 and 9 are both examples o f the Schellman loop (Schellman, 1980; Milner-White, 

1988). This common C-terminal capping conformation is defined by the presence o f two 

hydrogen-bonds (an i, i-5, and an i, i-3) at the end o f the helix. Aurora & Rose (1998) 

studied hydrophobic interactions at C-tenninal caps. They defined the last residue o f  the 

helix (the final residue to make an i, i-4 hydrogen-bond) as Ccap, subsequent residues as 

C ’, C ’h C ” h etc., and preceding residues as C l, C2, C3, etc., in the order 

■ • •C3-C2-Cl-Ccap-C’~C” -C ” ’ • ■ •. They identified a common hydrophobic interaction in 

the Schellman loop that occurs between C ”  and C3. Using their nomenclature, the
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carbonyl-carbonyl interaction shown in motifs 8 and 9 occurs between residues C”  and 

C3. Therefore, it is likely the hydrophobic interaction described by Aurora & Rose (1998) 

often incorporates a favourable carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, and that this contributes to 

the stability o f Schellman loops.

Aurora & Rose (1998) also identified cases where the helix terminates with a proline at 

position C \  The favourable carbonyl-carbonyl interaction in m otif 5a occurs between 

residues Ccap and C3, and contributes to the stability o f proline-terminated helices.

Table 6.7. Ratio of Ĉ  - distance to "O'* distance for motifs prevalent at helix C-termini. 
Sequence separation, average ratio, and standard deviation of the ratio are shown for each. The 
residue separation is also shown.

Motif Sequence U "-O U o ^ "-0 '*
separation (sd)

3 3 0.81 (0.02)
4 3 1.18(0.00)
5 3 0.95 (0.07)
6 4 0.80 (0.03)
7 4 1.15(0.00)
8 5 0.85 (0.08)
9 5 1.17(0.07)
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Mimicry of |3-turns by asx- and ST-turns

7.1 Brief introduction and outline
:

Hydrogen-bonded p-tums in proteins occur in four categories: type I (the commonest), 

type II, type IF and type F. Asx-turns resemble these p-turns, in that both have an 

N-H 0= C  hydrogen bond forming a ring o f 10 atoms. Serine and threonine side chains
■K

also commonly form hydrogen-bonded turns, herein referred to as ST-tums. Asx-tums

;

have previously been categorized into four classes and ST-tums into three categories, 

based on side chain rotamer types and the conformation o f the central residue o f each turn. 1

Here it is shown that the four classes o f  asx-turn are geometrically equivalent to the four 

types o f hydrogen-bonded P-tum, and that the three categories o f ST-tum are 

geometrically equivalent to three o f the four types o f hydrogen-bonded P-tum. Almost all 

type II asx-tums occur in the form o f a recently-described 3-residue feature named an asx- 

nest.



V

7.2 Materials and methods

The Relibase+ knowledge base (Bergner et a l ,  2001-2002; Gunther et a l ,  2003; Hendlich 

et a l ,  2003) was used for identification and geometric analysis o f asx- and ST-tums within 

the dataset o f 500 proteins described in section 6.2.2. Statistical analysis o f the tums was 

carried out using the Vista program (CCDC, 1994; Bruno et a l ,  2002).

Data regarding dihedral angle distributions o f hydrogen-bonded p-tums (Figures 7.1a and 

7.2b) was obtained from a dataset o f 135 PDB files (resolution < 1.5Â, R-factor < 20%, 

chain identity < 25%) based on that used in a previous study (Watson & Milner-White,

2002a). The PDB codes, with the letter o f the selected subunit appended when 

appropriate, are: la2yb, lali7, laie, lam m , Ibenb, Ibgf, Ibrt, Ibyqa, lc52, Ickaa, Icse, 

lezm , lg3p, lluca, Imsi, lopd, Iplc, Ipoa, Irie, Irpo, Iwhi, Ixyza, 2arch, 3vub, lc5ea,

Iczpa, Idbfa, IdjOa, Idqza, lezga, IfmOd, IfinOe, Ifsga, lg7aa, lg7a, IgkSa, IgkSi, 

lgk9a, lgk9b, Iheta, liOha, li4fa, li4ua, lijva, lisua, ljz8a, IkOma, lk20a, lk55a, llkka,

Ipsra, lqh4a, Iqopa, Iqopb, Iqtna, Iqtnb, Irgea, Isgpi, Iswua, 3chbd, la2pa, la6m , laho, 

latg, IbOy, Ibkr, Ibyi, IcOp, lc7k, lcc8, Icex, Ictj, Icxq, lcy5, Icyo, ld4o, ld5t, Idcs,

Id s l, le29, le58, le6u, le u l,  leuw, I f le , lf94, Ifcy, lfo8, lfw9, Ifye, lg2b, lg6x, Ihbz,

Ihlr, llmj, 1127, li2t, 1140, 1171, li8o, life, liqq, 1J98, lj9b, Ijbe, Ijfb, I jg l, Ijhg, ljk3,

IkbO, Ikoi, Imun, Inls, lpa2, lqg8, lqj4, Iqqf, lrb9, Irhs, 2end, 2eng, 2erl, 21is, 2mcm,

2nlr, 3ebx, 3eug, 31zt, 3pyp, 3seb, 3sil and 9rnt.

Because of their preference for staggered rather than eclipsed conformations, xi angles 

have a tendency to cluster in the region o f either 180°, 60° or -60°. Lovell et a l  (2000) 

have pointed out that different authors have used the gauche+Zgauche- angle descriptors to 

refer to either 60°/-60° or -60°/60°, which has resulted in considerable confusion. Here, 

as suggested by these authors, the descriptors are avoided by simply referring to the 

values. i

Hydrogen-bonds were defined by the criteria described in section 3.2.1. Asx- and ST-turns 

are identified by a single hydrogen-bond, that between the side chain oxygen o f an 

aspartate, asparagine, serine or threonine residue (i) and the main chain NH group o f a 

residue two ahead (i+2). Beta-tums are identified by a single hydrogen bond between the
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main chain CO o f residue i and the main chain NH o f residue i+3. Dihedral angles used 

are defined in Figure 2.3. In asx- and ST-nests the first residue is D, N, S or T and its side |
:-7

chain oxygen atom is within 4.0 Â o f at least two o f the main chain nitrogen atoms o f 

residues i, i+1 or i+2.
■iV!
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7.3 Results & Discussion

7.3.1 Asx-turn and ST-turn identification

Both asx-tums and p-tums consist o f a 10-atom hydrogen-bonded ring closed by a 

N-H "0= C  hydrogen-bond. ST-tums are similar but the ring is 9-membered. Figure 2.3 

provides a comparison o f the relevant torsion angles o f the two types o f  tum. To facilitate 

this, a new set o f angles called a>e, (|)e and rge are defined. These are angles in the asx- or 

ST-tum equivalent to corresponding angles in the p-tum. Their approximate relationship 

to the standard angles is given in Figure 2.3f, though values given tlrroughout this work 

have been measured directly. If  there is mimicry, the angles (|)e and \j/e in asx- and 

ST-tums should resemble (j) and v|/ o f residue i+1 in p-tums, while (j) and i|/ o f residue i+1 

of asx- and ST-tums should resemble (j) and \\j o f residue i+2 o f P-tums.

The database o f 500 proteins contains 24,786 asparagine, aspartate, serine or threonine 

residues. Table 7.1 shows the numbers o f each and o f those involved in asx- or ST-turns.

Table 7.1. Proportions of residues involved in P-tum mimics. The total numbers of aspartate, 
asparagine, serine, and threonine residues in the dataset are given, along with the numbers and 
percentages of each that form asx- and ST-tums (i.e. occupy position i of an asx- or ST-tum).

Residue type Asn Asp Ser Tlir N/D/S/T
Number in database
Number forming asx- or ST- turns
Percentage forming asx- or ST- turns

5096
569
11.2

6617
1071
16.2

6728
491
7.3

6345
367
5.8

24786
2498
10.1
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7.3.2 Comparison with P-turn geometry

Page 113

Figure 7.1 (c and e) shows that the ([)e,\i/e values for asx- and ST- turns cluster into four

groups placed symmetrically on the Ramachandran plot, making allowance for one o f the

groups being sparsely populated. In Figure 7.1 (d and f) the ^,\\f values for residue i+1 are
.

plotted; here two clusters are observed, which is consistent with the four groupings.

Finding four groups leads to a consideration o f the extent to which they are related to the
■■

four known groups o f p-tums. The equivalent P-tum torsion angle distributions are 

shown in Figure 7.1 (a and b ) , and the similarity with asx- and ST-tum distributions can 

be observed. Torsion angle values were used to group the asx- and ST-tums into types 

equivalent to the four types o f hydrogen-bonded P-turn. The data points in Figure 7.1 

have been coloured accordingly, to allow comparison o f distributions of different types 

across the asx-, ST- and p-tums.
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Figure 7.1. Distributions o f (}), vp torsion angles of residues i+1 and i+2 of p-tums, compared with 
equivalent angles of asx- and ST-tums. Tums of different types are represented by data points of 
different colours, as indicated by the legend, (a) and (b) show v|/ versus (}) for residues i+1 and i+2, 
respectively, o f p-tums. (c) and (d) are the asx-tum equivalent angles, and (e) and (f) are the 
ST-tum equivalent angles, to the p-tum angles shown in (a) and (b). (c) shows \|/c versus (|)e for 
asx-tums, (d) shows versus (|) for residue i+1 o f asx-tums, (e) shows \|/e versus <j>e for ST-tums, 
and (f) shows v|/ versus (j) for residue i+1 o f ST-tums.
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Table 7.2 provides a comparison o f the average values o f the cj), v|/ angles o f residues i+1 

and i+2 o f types I, T, I and IT p-tums with those o f the corresponding (j)e, Ye angles, and 

residue i+1 (|), Y  angles, o f asx- and ST-tums. It is evident that the four groups o f asx- and 

ST-turns have average torsion angle values that resemble those of p-tums. The average 

values o f asx-tums show some divergence from those o f P-tums, but are close enough that 

the similarity is striking. Slight differences are observed between the ST-tums and 

P-tums. Most notably, the average Ye angles o f the type II and IP ST-tums differ from 

Y o f the type II and II' p-tums by 18° and 27° respectively. The apparent similarity 

suggests that it is appropriate that the nomenclature for the four P-tum types be used for 

asx- and ST-tums.

Table 7.2. Comparing torsion angles between P-turns and their mimics. Numbers (N) and average 
torsion angles of four different types of asx- and ST-tums are given, along with ideal p-tum torsion 
angle values (Lewis et aL, 1973; Wilmot & Thornton, 1990). Ideal torsion angle values of p-tums 
and values of equivalent torsion angles of asx- and ST-tums share the same columns. The shorter 
side-chains of ST-turns do not have cOg angles.

Turn type N 00 CÛe 4e Ve %'+2) V(i+2)
Type I P-tum 
Type I asx-turn 
Type I ST-tum

302
205

180
-143
N/A

-60
-58
-44

-30
-55
-62

-90
-72
-75

0
-13

-9

Type r  p-turn 
Type r  asx-turn 5

180
102

60
53

30
70

90
98

0
-18

Type II p-turn 
Type II asx-turn 
Type II ST-tum

203
207

180
-176
N/A

-60
-62
-57

120
128
102

80
80
80

0
5
7

Type i r  P-tum 
Type i r  asx-turn 
Type i r  ST-tum

1130
445

180
155

N/A

60
65
53

-120
-123

-93

-80
-73
-89

0
-14

-5
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The numbers o f different types o f asx- and ST-tums in the database are shown in Table 7.2 

In (3-turns the commonest occurrence is o f type I. This turn resembles a 3/10-helix with 

only one hydrogen-bond. In asx- and ST-tums the commonest is type IF while the next 

most common is type I. The structures o f type II asx- and ST-tums are the same as those 

previously identified as asx-nest or ST-nest motifs (Watson & Milner-White, 2002a). The 

tight clustering o f (j)e and \\f̂  angles in type II asx- and ST-tums, as observed in Figure 7.1, 

may result fi‘om the nest being conformationally constrained. One factor allowing 

asx-tums (but not ST-tums) to exhibit minor confomiational differences from (3-tums is 

the fact that cOe, corresponding to m o f residue i+1 o f (3-tums, is a side chain angle (%2), so 

is not restrained to the trans confomiation o f m. The flexibility o f coe provides extra 

confomiational possibilities for asx-tums compared to (3-turns.

Figure 7.2 shows examples o f the four different types o f hydrogen-bonded (3-tum 

stmctures (Figure 7.2a), along with examples o f the equivalent asx-tum structures (Figure 

7.2b). The geometric similarity o f each type o f (3-tum with the equivalent asx-tum can be 

observed easily from visual inspection.

The average O H distances in the defining hydrogen bonds o f p-turns and their mimics 

differ significantly. The shortest are those o f the asx-tums (2.09Â; sd 0.17), then p-tums 

(2.16A; sd 0.16), and the longest are the ST-tums (2.2Â; sd 0.15). It is likely asx-tum 

hydrogen bonds are shorter than those o f p-turns because o f the extra flexibility o f the cOe 

angle. ST-tums have 9 instead o f  10 atoms per hydrogen-bonded ring. This may confer a 

limitation on the allowed proximity o f the hydro gen-bonding atoms o f these tums.
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Figure 7.2. The four types o f hydrogen-bonded p-tums and equivalent asx-tums. Stmctures are 
represented in relaxed-eye (first and second images) and crossed-eye (second and third images) 
stereo. Main chain atoms are in bail and stick, with side chain atoms in stick, (a) Examples of 
type I, r, II and II' p-tums. (b) Examples o f equivalent asx-tums. Details o f the examples chosen 
are listed, in order, as residue number, PDB code and chain (if named): asx-tum type I: 12-14,
Imro b (Ermler et al., 1997); p-tum, type I: 7-10 Ig3p; asx-tum type V: 62-64 Icse e (Bode et a i ,  
1987); p-tum type I’: 44-47 Isgp i; asx-tum type II: 93-95 lk55 a (Golemi et al., 2001); p-tum 
type II: 345-348 Id5t; asx-tum type IT: 29-31 lf94(Kuhn et al., 2000); P-tum type II’: 598-601 
Ijz8 a. Although not illustrated, it may be useful to list some typical ST-tums: type I: 14-16 lfw9 
a; type II: 234-236 Igk9 b; type II’: 296-298 Imro b. More examples of asx- and ST-tums of 
different types have been shown previously (Aurora & Rose, 1998; Wan & Milner-White, 1999a,b; 
Eswar & Ramakrishnan, 1999).
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8 Conclusions 

8.1 Hydrogen-bonding between rmfi5-amide groups

8.1.1 Factors affecting hydrogen bond geometry

The average value o f the H ” -0=C angle in trans-ami&Q'-'trans-omidQ hydrogen-bonds is 

149°. This value resembles that between tmns-smidQS in proteins, but is 15° higher than

that o f the more general N~H*"0=C hydrogen-bond (134°) in small molecules, The 

results o f chapter 3 show that three factors contribute to this difference: multiple 

hydrogen-bonding (where the carbonyl oxygen accepts more than one hydrogen-bond);

hydrogen-bonded ring motifs (where an N-H ' 0=C  hydrogen-bond forms part o f a ring 

containing seven or eight atoms and two hydrogen-bonds); and hydrogen-bonded chains 

(where hydro gen-bonding between trans-amide groups adjacent to one another in the 

crystal structure extends repetitively across the lattice). W hen comparing only those C = 0 

groups that make a single hydrogen-bond, and with ring motifs excluded from the 

N -H---0=C hydrogen-bonds, and hydrogen-bonded chains excluded from the 

trans-amide-'trans-amide hydrogen-bonds, the difference in average H "-0=C  becomes 

just 5°.

Figure 3.3 summarises many o f the key points o f the work. It shows that, in spite o f the

H--'0=C variations, N-H---0 varies comparatively little and its average value remains high 

at around 160°. This is consistent with a tendency for these three atoms to approach 

linearity. This preference emerges especially in the case o f trans-amides compared to 

most other hydrogen bond systems because o f their single conformationally fixed NH 

group (e.g. in hydroxyls the hydrogen can rotate; NH 2 groups have two hydrogens).

Some explanation for the effects o f these three factors can be offered. There are obvious

steric reasons why multiple hydrogen-bonds will cause reduction in H -0 = C , since each 

additional hydrogen must find space to approach the oxygen acceptor atom. Examination 

o f the ring motifs seen with cw-amides suggests that in this case the linear N-H O angles 

constrain the H 0= C  angles to be low although there may be an extra favourable effect
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due to the hydrogen being attracted to the oxygen’s lone pair. In hydro gen-bonded chains 

o f trans-amides we expect to see high H --0= C  values because most o f them only involve 

single, rather than multiple, hydrogen-bonds. However, when the set occurring in 

hydrogen-bonded chains is divided into those with multiple hydrogen-bonding and those

with only a single hydrogen-bond, the average H*”0=C  is higher in both cases than that 

for single or multiply hydrogen-bonded occurrences that are not in hydrogen-bonded 

chains. This observation is poignant as the majority o f hydrogen-bonds in proteins occur 

within hydrogen-bonded chains that run along helices and across (3-sheets. Small 

molecule ?ra«5-amides might be supposed to have more freedom to adopt preferred 

hydrogen-bond geometries than trans-amides in protein secondary structure, so it is 

interesting that the small molecule geometry resembles that in proteins.

Uncertainty persists as to the nature o f hydrogen bonding. One idea is that the hydrogen 

atom bonds to a lone pair o f the oxygen atom acceptor, giving rise to H - -0 = 0  = 120°, 

while the other (Mitchell & Price, 1989, 2000; Apaya et a l, 1997) emphasizes electrostatic 

interactions between partially charged atoms. This approach gives rise to a broad 

electrostatic potential around carbonyl oxygen atoms such that there is little energetic

preference for bent (near 120°) or linear (>150°) H -0= 0  interactions. The conclusion 

from trans-amide—trans-amides in the OSD is that, while N-H O tends to linearity in all 

situations, H -0= 0  varies widely, ranging from 120° to 180° depending on the 

environment. For a-helix  and [3-sheet in proteins, as in small molecule crystals, the factors 

just described such as hydrogen-bonded chains encourage the more linear angles.

The analysis o f the geometry o f  the trans-amide‘"trans-amide hydrogen-bonded system 

shows that almost half o f  trans-amide'"trans-amide hydrogen-bonds exist in a near planar 

an angement (with a Tcncn value within 20° o f either 0° or 180°). This propensity for 

planarity may be a consequence o f crystal packing factors. About 60% o f the planar 

systems are in the anti configuration (TcNCNnear 180°) and the rest are in the syn 

configuration (TcNCNnear 0°). It is interesting that, within the plane, those in the anti 

configuration have no distinct preference in terms o f their ‘shear’ relative to each other, 

whereas those in the syn configuration show a clear preference for geometry that 

maximises the proximity o f the two carbonyl groups, and thereby the strength o f the
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favourable electrostatic interaction between them. The syn configuration in proteins 

occurs within antiparallel (3-sheet, and the carbonyl-carbonyl interaction present there is 

maximised in the same way.

Another factor, steric accessibility o f the carbonyl oxygen, was addressed in chapter 4 and 

is described in the following section (8.1.2). If  the trans-amide carbonyl oxygen is, on 

average, less accessible than other carbonyl oxygen atoms, then this could be responsible

for some, or all, o f the unexplained difference in average H 0=C , after accounting for the 

factors listed above.
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8.1.2 An additional factor: steric accessibility

The results o f Figure 4.2 show that steric accessibility o f  the carbonyl oxygen atom has a 

substantial influence on the geometry o f trans-amide-• -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds, and 

on N -H -"0=C hydrogen-bonds in general. Figure 4.3 leads to the conclusion that, when 

steric accessibility is limited to low values, H-*-0=C angles o f  all N-H -0=C 

hydrogen-bonds (including trans-amide-- -trans-amide) are restricted to relatively linear |

values averaging near 150°, while greater steric accessibility allows lower values o f 

H -0=C. When steric accessibility is no longer the limiting factor (i.e. at greater values o f 

SA), there is a difference between the average H---0=C angle o f trans-amide- ■ -trans-amide

hydrogen-bonds and N-H - 0= C  hydrogen-bonds in general and the additional factors 

examined in chapter 3 and listed in section 8.1.1 are required to explain it. These are: the 

number o f hydrogen-bonds accepted by the carbonyl oxygen; the formation o f ring motifs

among the N-H -0=C hydrogen-bonds; and the formation o f hydro gen-bonded chains 

among the trans-amide-- -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds. Hydrogen-bonded chains have 

relatively very linear H -0=C angles, and the steric accessibility o f the carbonyl oxygen is 

unexpectedly high. Hence, at higher values o f steric accessibility, the occurrence o f 

hydro gen-bonded chains is the most important factor in explaining the relatively linear

geometry o f trans-amide - --trans-amide hydrogen-bonds.

Within proteins, the ratio o f donors to acceptors is approximately 1:1 and as a result most 

carbonyl oxygens accept only one hydrogen-bond. Hydrogen-bonded chains are also 

common, in the form o f a-helices and p-sheets. These are not infinite such as those found 

in small molecule structures, but may share some o f the same characteristics. It would be 

interesting to analyse the steric accessibility o f the carbonyl oxygen atoms o f the 

polypeptide chain, in the absence o f distant residues, to establish whether there is also

similarity with the trans-amide-- -trans-amide hydrogen-bonds in the CSD.

In the wider context, this work shows how the large quantity o f geometric data in the CSD 

can be used effectively to answer questions regarding the relative importance o f  different 

geometric factors on the average geometry o f a specific interaction. As the quantity o f data
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in the CSD increases, approaches o f this type can be widened to analyse ever more detailed 

aspects o f these interactions.
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The average angles o f the three motifs are similar to those found for ketone carbonyl 

groups. The average geometry o f the antiparallel m otif is almost identical (A1 and A3 are 

99°, cf. 97° in ketones; A2 and A4 are 81°, cf. 84°), as is that o f the perpendicular motif. 

Average geometry o f the parallel m otif shows an arrangement that is slightly more sheared 

(the angle made by C =0" C is 117°), than that found for ketone carbonyls (in which 

C = 0  C is 99°). Reasons for this are speculative, but may include differences in steric 

hindrance or in packing arrangements. Differences in the substituents on the nitrogen o f 

the trans-amide with those on the carbon o f the ketone may affect steric accessibility. 

There may also be differences in the preferred packing arrangements o f molecules 

containing /raw.s-amides with those containing ketones.
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8.2 Carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between tm«5-amide groups

8.2.1 rmws-amide carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in the CSD

The most striking observation o f chapter 5 is that, after exclusion o f 

?raw6'-amide---^ru«.s-amide hydrogen-bonds (Figure 2.1a), a similar overall proportion of 

^raw.y-amide-”/ra«.s-amide carbonyl-carbonyl interactions are found to occur in the three 

geometric motifs observed among interactions between ketone carbonyl groups. The 

proportions that occur in each o f  these motifs are also strikingly similar. The proportion o f . 

interactions featuring the antiparallel m otif was 48% (cf. 49% o f  contacts between ketone 

carbonyls), and the parallel and perpendicular motifs accounted for 17% and 5%, 

respectively (cf. 9% and 10%, respectively, in ketones). This similarity occurs despite the 

replacement o f one o f the substituent groups o f the ketone with an amine (NH) moiety in 

the trans-amide. NH groups o f one trans-amide can form hydrogen-bonds with any other 

acceptors present in the structure. This would be expected to affect the proportional 

distribution o f m otif types even after elimination o f contacts in which the two trans

amides are hydrogen-bonded to each other. The lack o f a large change in the distribution 

suggests that the influence, on the crystal structure, o f interactions between carbonyl 

groups, is manifested despite competition with hydrogen-bond formation by the NH 

substituent.



Interactions between trans-arm.de carbonyls are, on average, longer (3.8A) than those 

observed between ketone carbonyls (3.52Â). In part this is due to the preponderance o f 

hydro gen-bonded interactions, which have a relatively fixed carbon-to-oxygen distance 

averaging 3,76A. However, after exclusion o f the hydrogen-bonded interactions, those 

remaining still have a substantially higher average of 3.67A. This may, again, be due to 

differences in steric hindrance or in packing arrangements.

In cases where the trans-amide units are hydrogen-bonded, the interaction between their 

carbonyl groups is always favourable. The peptide bond between amino acid residues is a 

trans amide unit, and interactions o f the type described, involving both a hydrogen-bond 

and carbonyl-carbonyl interaction, are ubiquitous in proteins. Their occurrence in 

a-helices and p-sheets is accompanied by a quantifiable influence on the geometry o f 

these types o f secondary structure elements (Maccallum & Milner-White, 1995a,b). From 

the perspective o f protein structure, the prevalence o f these hydrogen-bonded contacts is 

therefore unsurprising. However, it is o f interest from the same perspective to note the 

high proportion o f non-hydrogen-bonded carbonyl-carbonyl interactions that can be 

classified as antiparallel, perpendicular and parallel motifs. The question arises whether, 

and in what abundance, these motifs occur in protein structures. This was addressed in 

chapter 6, and the conclusions are described in the following section (8.2.2).
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8.2.2 Tmns-^mide carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in the PDB
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Chapter 6 shows that carbonyl-carbonyl interactions, both favourable and unfavourable,
,1

are common between main-chain peptide groups in non-repetitive protein secondary 

structure. Using the separation in sequence between the two residues, combined with a «

simple geometric measure, the distance between the carbonyl oxygen o f one peptide unit 

and the nitrogen o f the other, the interactions can be categorised into distinct motifs.

Chapter 5 investigated the occurrence o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions between 

trans-amide groups in the CSD. These were found to occur with a frequency and geometry
:

similar to that observed between ketone carbonyls in the CSD. In particular, about 50% of 

interactions, between both ketones and trans-amides (after exclusion of hydrogen-bonded 

cases), occurred in the antiparallel arrangement. This arrangement is noted for having 

energetic favourability comparable to that o f a medium-strength hydrogen-bond.

Main-chain protein carbonyl-carbonyl interactions (examined in chapter 6) did not often 

meet the criteria for the antiparallel arrangement, as described in section 5.2.2, but several 

o f the motifs (7, 9, and all the p-sheet-like motifs 10 through to 13) do have similar 

geometric character to it. Motifs 7 and 9 are favourable and occur at the ends o f a-helices, 

therefore stabilising the recurring conformations found there. Motifs 10 to 13 are 

energetically neutral, therefore neither stabilising nor destabilising the p-sheet ends and 

other p-sheet-like conformations in which they tend to occur.

Interactions are found in many local secondary structure situations, representing the full 

range o f conformations adopted by non-repetitive regions o f protein architecture.

However, most o f the motifs exhibit a tendency to occur within particular 

hydro gen-bonded features, or within regions resembling repetitive secondary structure.

M otif 1 is favourable and occurs at the N-termini of a-helices and in regions resembling 

a-helix. Motifs 2 and 4 often occur within p-tums. They are unfavourable and therefore 

will act to destabilise P-tums. Motifs 3 through to 9 are all commonly found at the 

C-termini o f helices, and are all favourable, so may be an important factor in providing 

stability. Motifs 10 through to 13 commonly occur either at the ends o f p-sheets or in 

regions resembling p-sheet.



The preponderance o f carbonyl-carbonyl interactions at the C-termini o f a-helices suggests 

an important role for them in stabilising the conformations required to cap the helix.

Motifs 8 and 9 stabilise the common capping conformation known as the Schellman loop. 

These motifs are likely to represent the Schellman loop hydrophobic interaction identified 

by Aurora & Rose (1998). M otif 5a stabilises a common capping conformation where the 

helix terminates with a proline residue.

It is possible that many o f the unfavourable motifs result from both carbonyl oxygen atoms 

hydrogen-bonding to the same hydrogen-bond donor atom, or group o f atoms, such as a 

water molecule.
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8.3 Mimicry of p-turns by asx- and ST-turns

As described in chapter 7, the four types o f asx-tum and three types o f ST-tum were 

identified in a large and diverse database. Measurement o f those asx- and ST-tum torsion 

angles that are equivalent to the standard dihedral angles o f p-tums shows (in Figure 7.1 

and Table 7.2) that the four types o f asx-tums are geometrically equivalent to the four 

main types o f p-tum: I, F , II and IT, and that the three types o f ST-tum are equivalent to 

three o f those types: I, II and IF. It is proposed here that asx- and ST-tums be named using 

the same nomenclature as for p-tums. The most common o f the asx- and ST-tum 

conformations is type IT, characterized by a side chain %\ value o f -180° (angle 

inter-conversion is discussed in the Legend to Figure 2.3). Types I and II are less 

common. Type I has xi o f -60° and mimics the main chain part o f a 3/10-helix. Type II 

also has %\ o f -60°, and has a central residue with the œl or y l conformation. Type T is 

very rare and examples are found only among the asx-tums.

Given that ST-tums feature a hydrogen-bonded ring o f 9, rather than 10, atoms, the 

similarity o f their stmctural classification to that o f asx-tums is unexpected. However, 

chemical properties o f the four residues (D, N, S and T) are not dissimilar and it has been 

observed that they exhibit a tendency in such situations to substitute each other over 

evolutionary time (Vijayakumar et al., 1999; W an & Milner-White, 1999b),

The shorter average O H distance o f the hydrogen-bond obseiwed in asx-tums compared 

with P-tums indicates that the asx-tum is able to adopt a conformation which is more 

favourable. The asx-tum has extra flexibility over the p-tum, conferred by the rotational 

freedom o f the side-chain %2 angle. However, (|)e o f the asx-tum (%1 o f the side chain) is 

more constrained than (|) o f the p-tum, as it must adopt a rotamer conformation. 

Considering this, it is interesting to reverse our perspective on how p-turns are mimicked 

by asx- and ST-tums, and instead ponder the mimicry o f the asx side chain rotamer angle 

by (j) o f the P-tum. It would seem that the ideal (|) angle o f residue i+1 o f the P-tum mimics 

the rotameric conformation o f the asx-tum.

Common motifs incorporating asx- or ST-tums are the asx- or ST-nests. These are 

recently identified, yet by no means uncommon, protein motifs (Watson & Milner-White,
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2002a; Pal et a l ,  2002). The observation that almost all type II asx- and ST-tums occur as 

asx- or ST-nest motifs is an unexpected finding o f the present work. Conversely, most 

asx- or ST-nests are also type II asx- or ST-tums so they are nearly synonymous.
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8,4 General conclusions

The findings presented here provide new insights into protein structure at the atomic level. 

They have relevance to protein folding and protein-ligand binding, and could potentially 

be applied to protein fold prediction methods and drug design.

The analysis o f hydrogen-bonding o f trans-amides in small molecule structures, and its 

comparison with the situation in proteins, shows the importance o f examining many 

factors when attempting to explain the geometry o f specific inter-molecular interactions. 

Packing considerations, competition with other interactions, steric accessibility, and the 

recun'ence o f certain motifs, can all play a part. Similarly, the examination o f main-chain 

carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in proteins shows the complexity o f secondary structure, 

the analysis o f which requires attention not only to main-chain geometry and local 

hydrogen-bonding, but also to combinations o f the two, and other factors besides. In the 

worlds o f both small molecules and proteins the factors that contribute to the geometry o f 

an interaction are likely to be many, and care is needed to separate and evaluate their 

influences.

In clarifying the geometric relationship o f asx- and ST-tums to p-tums, a deeper 

understanding o f these small hydrogen-bonded motifs is gained, aiding future efforts in 

this area o f research.

The work on intra-protein carbonyl-carbonyl interactions was limited to main-chain 

carbonyl groups. It would be interesting to apply the same search criteria and analysis to 

side-chains as well, by considering the interactions o f asparagine and glutamine (and also 

aspartate and glutamate) carbonyl groups with each other and with main-chain carbonyls.

The asx-tum represents a single example of a commonly recurring side-chain-••main-chain 

carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motif, but it is likely that others exist among the recurring 

features o f protein secondary stmcture. It is possible that some o f these will mimic the 

main-chain carbonyl-carbonyl interaction motifs, just as the asx-tum carbonyl-carbonyl 

interaction mimics the p-tum carbonyl-carbonyl interactions identified in chapter 6 (motifs 

2 and 4).
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